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Foreword. 
Among internal operations i n  an electronic d i g i t a l  computer, 
those which perform adxrdnistrative or housekeeping functions must ac t  
inconspicuously, e l se  overall performance suffers.  I n  general, these 
administrative or housekeeping functions are exercised through the 
manipulation of integer indexing data. 
The following pages describe a s e t  of test programs which were 
developed t o  t r y  t o  meamre the  effect  of integer indexing upon overal l  
performance. To keep other conaitions as nearly equa;l, 8 s  possible, the 
S&IDE! problem was programmed essentiaJly ident ical ly  except for i ts  
employment of three distinct levels of integer indexingr 
moderate, and severe. 
negligible, 
!l%A%t the negligible case i s  unreal is t ic  in practice does not 
detract  f r o m  i t s  va l id i ty  &s a reference base from which t o  i n i t i a t e  
measurement. And that the evere  case m i g h t  be reorganized t o  match 
the moderate case i n  speed performance daes not tot- detract  f r o m  
its representativeness of realistic d i f f i cu l t  indexing situations. 
. 
i 
Ab s t rac t  
The internal  operating speed of an electronic d i g i t a l  computer 
i s  governed basically by three parametersr t h e  speed of the c i rcu i t  
components, the logical  structure of the computer, and the par t icular  
s e t  of instructions being executed; and the last of these i s  controlled 
by the programming system employed. 
A se t  of programs i s  described for  measuring the consolidated 
e f fec t  o f  all three parameters upon internal. speed. 
execute the same basic task: 
the inverses are computed for successively larger  upper l e f t  square 
parti t ions of the matrix being inverted, as a governing index escalates 
along the diagonal. 
of a particular underlying requirement: recursive loop administration. 
These programs all 
matrix inversion by partitioning, i n  which 
But they perform that task for  different  conditions 
Assuming f'ull efficiency of payload computational operation, 
overall in te rna l  speed varies w i t h  the  efficiency of loop administration, 
and a masure of that efficiency and that speed i s  available i n  camparing 
machine performance on the several programs of this set. 
To include all three parameters (component speed, log ica l  
structure, and programming system) i n  the measurement, the programs are 
w r i t t e n  i n  a proven and popular programming language. 
ii 
The in te rna l  operating speed of en electronic d i g i t a l  computer 
i s  governed basically by three paramtersr the speeds of the circuit 
components, the  log ica l  structure of the computer, and the particular 
s e t  of instructions being executed; and t h e  last of these is  controlled 
by the progrmmmg . system employed. 
This writing describes a set of  programs for  measuring the 
consolidated e f fec t  of all three of  these parameters upon overall  
internal  sgeed. These programs a l l  execute the s a m  basic computational 
task, but they do so for  different conditions of a particular underlying 
requirement: recursive loop administration. Thus, measurement becomes 
available by comparing machine performance on the programs of this set; 
and the Wudu ty  of the measurement i s  governed by the extent t o  which 
overall internal  computer performance depends upon the efficiency of 
recursim loop administration. 
This dependence follows glibly f r o m  the assumption that payload 
computational operation i n  the  computer i s  performed a t  maximum 
efficiency and from the observation that computer prograaoming i s  
recursive i n  basic nature. OccasionaJly, recursive loop administration 
i s  effected through cornpasison of numerical values of payload data, 
e .go t o  effect re i te ra t ion  u n t i l  some convergence i s  achieved; but i n  
great measure recursive loop administration is  effected by manipulating 
integer indexing data t o  count i terations and/or t o  vary addresses over 
recursive loop executions 
In the earliest electronic d ig i t a l  computers, integer index 
maniptdation incidental  t o  loop reiteration and address adjustment was 
effected perforce by f'ull-scale arithmetical and substi tution instruc- 
t ions writ ten aut i n  the mainstream of the programming. 
of the h i s to r i ca l  development of a popular device for  considerably 
reducing the chore of that manipulation and adjustment, integer indicies 
are i n  thie text considered t o  be held i n  B-lines. 
the efficiency of execution of payload computational operations per se, 
loop speed --- and, consequently, o v e r d l  computer speed --- rises and 
falls with the efficiency of B-line action; and this efficiency i s  
nteasured i n  both the  power and the lack of abundance of the B-line 
instructions employed. 
I n  recognition 
Conceding, a rb i t ra r i ly ,  
1 
The se t  of programs described here afford a measure of overal l  
in te rna l  speed, using dtfferent  conditions of recursive loop administra- 
t ion  as a basic control variable. Alternatively, individual measures 
could be sought f o r  the three parmeters:  component speed, logical  
structure, and programming system; but i n  the order given these three 
parametem become increasingly more d i f f i c u l t  t o  measure abstractly, 
whence evolves the approach of measuring a l l  three i n  unison. Yet a 
few comments are  i n  order on these three parameters, icdlvidually. 
The s tore  speed i s  by far the easiest  of the three parameters 
t o  measure abstractly, and the measure usually i s  express-d 5s (core) 
cycle t h e  i n  microsecond2 :r (occasionally) i n  hundreds of nmoseconds. 
Sicice the  e l ec t r j ca l  conbim%ions of binary signals i n  perfomlng 
cmputational operations c m  be effected a t  speeds considerably above 
ttmt o f  the s tore  cycle, the s tore  speed is  the dominant hardware 
feature of in te rna l  computer performance. 
The logical  structure of a d i g i t a l  computer would be & very 
d i f f i cu l t  a t t r i bu te  t o  measure i r i  abstract  terms. However, a r i t h e t i c a l  
operations being performed s o  f a s t  t ha t  s tore  cycle speed essent ia l ly  
dominates in te rna l  machine speed, a rough measure of efficiency i n  
logical  structure i s  expressed i n  the number of s tore  accesses required 
fo r  the execution of a par t icular  unit  of computation. 
speed being damimted by s tore  speed over computational speed, t h i s  
measure tends t o  translate t o  the  number of instructions executed per 
particular uni t  of computation, weighted by the number of s tore  accesses 
per instruction. Further, wlth B-line arithmetical instructions largely 
restricted t o  perform but +?e s-lm?lest operations of augment, ;ally, 
arid t e n t  f o r  equality t o o r  Fassag? beyond some l i m i t ,  the efficiency of 
the logical structure i n  effecting R-line action i s  par t icular ly  well 
represented by the number cf B-line instructions required per -mit of 
nomputatlon, weighted by the numbsr of s tore  accesses per instruction. 
The ideal s i tuat ion o c c a s  when all. B-line action incidental. 50 loop 
c o n t r o l l s  effected by a small nurber of powerful index manipulating 
instructions which make but few s tore  a"cess demands. A quite important 
aepect, then, of the logical  s t ructzre  of a d i g i t a l  computer Is the 
dispatch with which it enables B-line manj.pulation t o  be execlrted i n  loop 
admini s t r a t  Ion. 
And with overall  
Progra?nming is prepared most readily i n  a problem oriented 
Language, being t rans la t td  t o  re lent leesiy detailed machine language 
through co~~pil.lng and t ssembling program by the machine i t e e l f .  A n  
abstract  measure of tc:d compiling and assembling efficiency would seem 
fantast ical ly  d i f f i cu l  , to expresc. T c  prmide overall  semantic compre- 
hensiveness and rigor, compiling grogm. -G tecd t o  introduce redundancies, 
with at,tendant c l m i r ,  -ss, into the f i q . 1 1  machine language programs. 
And where redundancy ,<:id chmsiriess ex is t  ?.n B-line manipulation i n  the 
innelmost recursive 1 'Cps, the oireral.1 i z t e rns l  operating speed of the 
computer falls belm ;tat which 'Is imglf~ed by the operatfng speeds of i t s  
basic components and b:! n icet ies  i n  i t 3  iogical  structure. 
The programs described here have been developed in an e f fo r t  t o  
provide a single ’performance measure of the in te rna l  operating speed of a 
d i g i t a l  computer, embracing s tore  speed, logical  etructure, and program- 
ming 8 p t e m  effectivenese, in t e r m  of i ts  execution of B - U n e  manipula- 
t ion  i n  the solution of a reasonably standard mathematical problem: 
matrix inversion. 
Three programs are described. In  overall  plan they are 
essent ia l ly  identical. 
a way as t o  involve different  amounts of B-llne mamipubtion In the 
execution of essent ia l ly  the same amount of payload computational 
act ivi ty .  
performance. 
In  detailed impkmentation they differ i n  such 
It is i n  that difference that they attempt t o  measure B-line 
Multi-dimensional array6 of data are decidedly not uncammon b 
proESsamrmfng, and in ordinary prsctice an array such as A(i,J,k) f o r  
i=1,2,3.. . I, j=1,2,3. . . J, kl, 2,3.. .K is  stored In a set of IJK 
contiguously addressed s tore  locations of relative addresses such as 
JI(k-1) + I(3-1) + (I-l), augmentation of the indicies i, j,k by 1 
effecting respective address augmentations of l,I,IJ. Matrix Inversion 
programs employ t h i s  pattern i n  two dimensions as rather representative 
of B - U n e  ac t iv i ty  In general sc ien t i f ic  mathematical computation, and 
this representativeness extends t o  some general data processing applica- 
tions. 
Each of the three programs described here inverts a m a t r i x  by 
the semi basic method: partitioning. The parti t ioned mat- relation- 
ships ( w h e r e  the symbol $ denotes irrelevant) 
(A B P) (W X 0 )  
(R S T) ( 0  0 0 )  
y i e u  
A W + B Y = I  
Ax+B!z=o 
Y A + Z C = O  
Y B + ! z D = I  
whence, assuming the  existence of A-’, follou 
X = -A% 
(I 0 9) 
$ 0) 
(W X 0) (A B P) 
(0 0 0 )  (R S T) 
(C D Q ) = ( Y  Z 0) = (0 I $) = (Y Z O ) * ( C  D Q) 
z = (D - ~ ~ - 1 ~ l - l  
y =  -2Cll-1 
(3) 
(AB) w = ~ - 1  + A - ~ B Z C A - ~  
for  the e~prees ion  of the inverse (YZ) t o  the par t i t ion  (CD) in terms of 
the smaller par t i t ions B,C,D, and A-l .  
~ - 1  of sane upper left square par t i t ion A of a given matrix,  one can 
develop i terat ively,  through equatiane (3), the  inverses of successively 
Then, starting with the inverse 
3 
3 
larger  upper l e f t  square parti t ions,  each such larger  inverse being 
taken as the A - 1  f o r  the next i t e ra t ion  of (3), until the inverse of 
the ent i re  given matrix is obtained. 
par t f t ion may be singular. ) 
( O f  course, no upper l e f t  square 
The simplest procedure, clearly, is  that of r e s t r i c t ing  a l l  
par t i t ions D,Z and the I n i t i a l  A,A-1 t o  be of dimension 1-by-1, whence 
they a l l  a re  scalars, and B,C,X,Y are vectors. 
a l l  equations (3 )  i n  the t o t a l  inversion procedure involve matrix and 
vector multiplication and addition (and subtraction) except f o r  the 
formation of the Z ' s  and the i n i t i a l  A'1 by simple division. 
Under t h i s  res t r ic t ion,  
A more complicated procedure, yet one providing regular i ty  of 
escalation, is  that of res t r ic t ing  a l l  par t i t ions D,Z t o  be of dimension 
2-by-2, the dimension of  the i n i t i a l  A,A-I being 1-by-1 o r  2-by-2 as 
the t o t a l  matrix o d e r  ir odd o r  even. Under th i s  res t r ic t ion,  a l l  
equatione (3) In the t o t a l  inversion procedure involve matrix (but not 
vector) multiplication and addition (and subtraction) except f o r  the 
formation of the Z ' s  and the i n i t i a l  A'l by simple 2-by-2 inversion 
(e .g .  by adjoints),  or by simple division f o r  A-1 i f  the t o t a l  m a t r i x  
order i s  odd. 
Two of the three programs described here are referred t o  by 
the terms 1-by-1 and 2-by-2; they are straightforward respective imple- 
mentations of the above two procedures. 
referred t o  by the term 0-by-0; it wi l l  be i&xitified below. 
The th i rd  program w l l l  be 
I n  each of these two programs (1-by-1 and 2-by-2), the en t i r e  
inversion prograuuning becomes a s e t  of re i terated loops embedded i n  an 
overal l  escalating loop which rides d m  the matrix diagonal. However, 
the second (2-by-2) program i s  much more complex, l O O p w l 6 e ,  than the 
first  (1-by-l), because the second loys only matrices ( w i t h  the  t r i v i a l  
exception of the ini t ia l  scalars A , 3  f o r  odd order), while the first 
handles not only matrices, but vectors and scalars  as well, and need not 
employ recursion t o  span the  uni t  dimensions of the vectors B,C,X,Y and 
the scalars D,Z. Further, the second program requires a type of index- 
ing ac t iv i ty  which has no counterpart i n  the f i r e t :  
equations (3), the column indicies of B and X and the  row lndicles 
of C and Y and both the row and column indicier of D and Z are formed by 
combining the dimemion of A and W with the  value (1 o r  2) of the 
recursive index which spans the width of the matrix engaged: B,X,C,Y,D, 
Z; in the 2-by-2 program, these camblnatione are embedded aa deeply 




In  developing both the 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 programs, the f o l l d n g  
ru les  were employed: 




The given mat- m u s t  remain undisturbed throughout the en t i re  
inversion operation. 
The given matrix and each intermediate (and final) inverse developed 
m u s t  be m y  stored as a (symmetric) square array. 
Storage equal t o  that a l lo t ted  f o r  t he  given matrix must be a l lo t t ed  
f o r  i ts  inverse (including that for the intemediate smaller 
hverses), bct a= 
during the en t i re  inversion operation. 
Reiterative loops must be employed wherever reasonably possible. 
The symmetry property must  be employed wherever possible ( t o  
eliminate redundant camputation) by copying elements across the 
diagonaL 
A l l  p%Sramming muat be written in  a proven and prclminent problem 
oriented language. 
mnerical 139t-a storage may be emp~oyed 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
Dellberstely, the requirement has been made severe fo r  the 
2-by-2 prDgram over the 1-by-1. That which is easy should be executed 
easily. What is intended here (in the 2-by-2 program) is the  develop- 
ment of a measuring device f o r  the execution of t ha t  which i s  d i f f i cu l t .  
The 0-by-0 program is ident ical  t o  the 1-by-1 i n  terms of 
payload operation, but it is significantly different  i n  indexing 
requiremer-t; i n  its development, the same 7 rules were employed, except 
that rule 5 was reversed: 
5. Reiterative loops must not be employed. 
Hence, wherever t h e  1-by-1 program employs a K-fo.u recursively executed 
single payload operation under loop control, the 0-by-0 program employs 
instead a set of K separate payload operations without looping. 
Thus, the 0-by-0 program provfdes a "B-line" - lees base from 
which t o  measure the ef fec t  upon Internal computer speed of ra ther  
conventional B-line action in the 1-by-1 program and of more severe, 




Except f o r  such differences as have been detai led ( the 
escalation in te rva l  fo r  l-by-1 vs. 2-by-2, m d  avoiding m. uaing 
B-lines f o r  O-by-0 vs. 1-by-l), and except f o r  such de ta i l s  as necessar- 
i l y  follow therefrom, all three t o t a l  programs are  alike. Each performs 
as follows: 
a maximum order, and a frequency; f o r  each order n i n  incrementa of h 
A 
is inverted as many times as prescribed by the frequency; fo r  each 
such order, the t o t a l  machine time fo r  a l l  inversions i s  read internal ly  
and stored; fo r  each such order beyond the third,  a l ea s t  squares f i t  
is made t c  the  cubic polynomial which expresses performance time i n  
terms of matrix orderj and fo r  each such ofler the following data a re  
printed: order, t i m e ,  polynomial coefficients, and the  maximum er ror  
(departure from the ident i ty  matrix) i n  postmultiplying the leas t  
squares normal matrix by i ts  ccmputed inverse. 
coefficients are normalized t o  represent the cubic f o r  one i te ra t ion  a t  
each order n. 
three parameters are  read from a punched card: an interval,  
in te rva l  up t o  the  maximum, the (posit ive def in i te )  symmetric matrix 117 
i J  = s i n  ( i j / n )  + (n+l)S i j  
The polynomial 
In  Appendix A are  d e r i v d  the cubic polynomials which express, 
i n  terms of matrix order, the nuibers of  payload arithmetical  operations 
which a re  executed i n  the three programs: O-by-0, l-by-1, and 2-by-2. 
In t h i s  derivation the payload classif icat ion i s  assigned categorically 
t o  all ncm-B-line operations t o  distinguish them from the integer index 
manipulathg operations which a re  under scrutiny. Glibly summarized, 
the pol3Tomials f o r  all three proguns have essent ia l ly  equivalent 
respective coefficients. 
the order n of the matrix, the total- number of multiplications (types 
M and V )  f o r  each program is given 5jr (1/2)n3 + (1/2)n* - (3/2)n. Hence, 
apart frm B-line manipulation, the times expended i n  the execution of 
payload aperations i n  the inversion of a matrix of order n shoul5 not 
d i f f e r  widely among the three progr?.,7,.;, f o r  s ignif icant ly  large n. 
Therefore, Buch differences as a re  oberved In machine running t i m e s  
under these three programs express P measure of the efficiency with which 
B-line marlpuhtion is handled by a par t icular  combination of machine 
hardware, logical structure, and programming system. 
Fcr example, within an e r ror  of at nost half 
The r a t i o  of machine running time for  the l-by-1 program t o  tha t  
f o r  the 0-by-0 program offers a measure of the cost t o  perform conven- 
t i o r s l  E- l ine  action; and t h i s  r a t i o  is  par t icular ly  sl.@;nificant in that, 
f o r  the sme order matrix, the succession of payload operations performed 
fo r  :he O - t y - 0  program is ident ical  t o  tha t  f o r  the l-by-1 program. 
r a t i o  of anchine running time f o r  the 2-by-2 program t o  that f o r  the 
l-by-1 prcgram offers a measure of the increase i n  cost t o  handle complex 
in& xin E ituations , 
C T h i s t r i x  has been chosen as one which Will give reasonable 
assurazce o f  freedom f r o m  singularity problems, with a ra ther  rw-dom 
spattering of small elements superbposed around a dominant diagonal. 
The 
6 
No machine performance data are given here. It is the intention 
As 
oyed only as necessary t o  
of t h i s  writing not t o  report on measurements taken, but ra ther  t o  describe 
a device which has been developed in an e f for t  t o  make a measurement. 
of t h i s  writing, machine operation has been 
irsure that tfie ?rogmms perfora as +?tended. 
It is acknowledged that the val idi ty  of the least-squares- 
generated cubic tlming polynomials 
0 time = ap-' + a x" + a x + a 2 1 
argues i t s  own case as the coefficients s tab i l ize  fo r  matrix o d e r s  
which are suff ic ient ly  Large t o  daminate the  magnitudes of the ra t ios  
of successive pairs of coefficients lai l / a l l ,  i=1,2,3. It is  expected 
that on a computer with a 32,OOO word store: 
100th order will be acccmncdated under the 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 programs; 
but that a much lower limit (ten t o  twenty) wi l l  apply for the 0-by-0 
program, becawe clear ly  its length increases as the 3rd power of the 
matrix order. The lower U m i t  (ten t o  twenty) f o r  the 0-by-0 program 
should not seriously impede validity,  f o r  no B-line action OCCUI'B, and 
the corresponding coefficient ratios for  the  payload operation polynom- 
ials For the  1-by-1 and 2-by-2 programs, where  B-line action 
does occur, the  higher l i m i t  (around 100) permits broad variation i n  the  
ra t ios  of the timing p o l y n d a l  coef f icebts  as they stabil ize,  thus 
accolmnodating correepandingly broad effect6 of indexing upon problem 
execution time. 
matrices of up t o  around 
8~~~11. 
I n  blunt deference t o  i t a  relative universafity, Fortran tat3 
been chosen as the  progaumrLng language. In  particular, both programs 
have been written i n  Fortran I1 as embodied in  the B e l l  operating system 
as employed at the National Bureau of Stand-. Rewriting the program- 
ming in other problem oriented languages should be reasonably easi ly  
effected, following the logical  f l o w  displayed i n  the Fortran lifitings 
given here. Such changes as may be necessary t o  accommodate other 
versions of Fortran should be readily recoepized and simply executed. 
The three  program^ are exhibited i n  Fortran language In 
The 0-by-0 pro- is displayed only f o r  the 
Appendix B. 
maxinrum order LOO. 
acconnnodation of matrices up t o  msxirmrm order 5; generalization t o  
higher msximum order is  obvious. 
The 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 programs are displayed i n  full for 
A program used t o  generate the  0-by-0 program for any stipulated 
maximum order (up t o  99) also i s  exhibited in Appendix B. 
The contribution by Dr. R.J. Arms of suggestions re l eas t  
squares fittinR i s  acknowledaed. 




As an afterthought, and ju s t  t o  provide completeness of 
reference data, the 2-by-2 program was revised t o  remove the  combinations 
of indicies from the deepest echelons of looping, as had been provided 
i n  the l a s t  phrases of page 4, above. 
here by the term D-by-D. 
This revision i s  referred t o  
I l l u s t r a t ive  of the result ing change i s  the  simplification of a 
sequence of Fortran statements such as 
2 DO 4 K=1,2 
3 I = M K  
4 
t o  
1 IFM-1 
2 DO 4 I=L,M 
1 k M - 2  
Payload operation involving index I 
4 Payload operation involving index I. 
Implicitly, the la t ter  sequence is  implemented more readily 
than i s  the former, and consequently the very use of the 2-by2 case 
begs the  just i f icat ion which appears readily when more complex arith- 
m e t i d  operations are substituted for the simple addition of statement 
3 ,  above. InCLeed, the mere substi tution here of subtraction for addition 
(representing, for  example, a need t o  reverse the direction of procedure 
throcgi an array) precludes the simplificaticn t o  the D-by-D case for 
programming languages and compilers which cannot accommodate S id i r ec t iond  
incrementat ion. 
The D-by-D prngram i s  displayed i n  Appendix C.  
Appendix A 
The number of payload operations employed i n  a single inversion 
i s  expressed as a cubic polynomial i n  which the variable is  the order n 
of the matrix. This follows trivially from the nature of the inversion 
procedure and from the emplqment of three echelons of looping i n  the 
progra.~nming 
S i x  types of paryload operations are recognized: 
C = copy or negate, 
z = set t o  z e i n  (e.g= b f n r e  erz+,erlag a sixmatinn loop), 
T = test ( for  zero divisor),  
D = divide, 
M = multiply, 
V = multiply and then e i ther  add or mbtract.  
Argument may be advanced t h a t  certain cf these types should not I B V ~  
payload status, e-gb the test for  zero divisor prior  t o  division 3 o d d  
be c lass i f ied  as administrative. However all these six types are here 
regarded i n  the payload category i n  order t o  i so la te  d i s t inc t ly  a l l  
remaining ac t iv i ty ,  which embodies all the  B-line act ivi ty .  
the inclusion vs. exclusion of the type T operation will affect  but the 
l inear  and constant coefficients of the polynomials developed.) 
(Indeed, 
I n  this appendix tbe  coefficients are determined for  the cubic 
polynomials which express the numbers of each of the above six types of 
operations and fo r  cubics which express the numbers of certain combina- 
t ions  of tries, f o r  both the 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 programs. From the 
technique of i t s  development, s i m p l y  that of unwinding re i te ra t ive  
loops, it fdJsws that corresponding data for  the polynomials for  the 
G-by-0 prog=am are respectively indentical t o  the data given fo r  the 
1-by-1 program. Hence 0-by-0 data a re  given here implicitly, along 
with the i-'cy-1 data. 
The  following notations are enployed: 
fo r  1-by-1 for 2-by-2 
n = matrix order n = matrix order 
r = n-1 r = n-2 
k = l,2,3.--n 
I = k-1 = 0,1,2..-r 
m = 1-or-2 as n i s  odd-or-even 
k = m,m+2,m+4.. .n 
f = k-2 = m-2,m,nrt.2. ..r 
E = m-1 = 0-or-1 as n i s  odd-or-even 
The notations n,m,k,I correspond, respectively, t o  the  indices 
NATRIX,MT€UX,KAT€UX,LATRM i n  the programming: 
n denotes the order of the matrix being inverted. 
m denotes the i n i t i a l  value of the running index k fo r  2-by-2. 
k denotes the order of the upper l e f t  par t i t ion  whose inverse currently 
I denotes the order of the upper l e f t  par t i t ion  whose inverse last w a s  
i s  being determined i n  t h e  programming. 
determined i n  the programming and l i m i t s  the i t e r a t ion  of 
programming loops i n  developing the inverse of the upper lef t  
parti t ion of order k, 
r denotes the upper l i m i t  fo r  the running index I .  
E i s  employed for the 2-by-2 case: t o  count the number of executions of  
payload operations at  the beginning of t h e  inversion procedure, 
incidental t o  preparing for  recussion over the running index I ;  
and t o  distingdish between the summations of powers of even and 
odd al ternate  integers. 
The following relationships are involvedr 
fo r  sums of powers of consecutive integers: 
( i)2= n(n+l) (2n+1)/6; 
for sums of parers of alternate‘’) integers ( for  2-by-2)r 
m 
(a )2= r(r+l)(r+2)/6 (independent of E). 
Ignoring, momentarily, the cases k=l (m=O) f o r  1-by-1 and 
k<2 (1<0) for 2-by-2 (for these cases are t reated separately i n  the 
p T o g r h g ) ,  the  numbers of executions of the several  types of payload 
operations as finctions of the index1 are seen from the programming t o  
be as indicated i n  Table I, w h e r e  bracketing indicates subordination of 
looping, and where i i s  employed as a l imiting index i n  an inner 
summation, but a running index i n  an outer summation, i n  the 2nd and 3rd 
l i n e s  from the bottom. Performance of the indicated summations yields 
Table II, which i s  consolidated by operation type t o  Table UI. 
numbers of operations i n  this consolidation are ,performed recursively for 
l=l,2,3 ... r for 1-by-1 an< fo r  I=m,mr-2,m+4 ... r for  2-by-2, whence follows 
Table IV for  the t o t a l  numbers of payload operations per inversion of 
order n (= 13-1 or r+2), omitting those deliberately ignored. 
The 
“hhe notation here i s  unconventional i n  that 
< (I )P= (m)’ + + (m+4>P + ... + (r)’, p = 0,1,2. 
Those deliberately ignored are seen from the programming t o  
be as indicated I n  Table V. Therefore, combining Tablea N and V and 
subst i tut ing n-1 and n-2 for  r y-!telde Table V I  f o r  the t o t a l  number of 
payload operations executed i n  the inversion of a m a t r i x  of order n. 
In  relating t o  the t i m e  of execution of a matrix Inversion, 
the polyncrmials developed i n  Table V I  may be combined only ineofar a8 
they are weighted according t o  the mechanics of machine execution of t he  
related operations. Within the limitation placed by this r e s e m t i o n ,  a 
crude expression of the amount of payload work expended in  the  execution 
sf BI-J inversion of order n is derived by adding the  bottam three l ines  
of Table V I  t o  develop the t o t a l  nmber of cmputational operations a~ 
for 1-by-1 (14& + (1/21n2 
f o r  2-by-2 
and by adding a l l  six l ines  t o  develop the t o t a l  number of a l l  recognized 
operations as 
for 1-by-1 
f o r  2-by-2 
(l/2)n3 + (1/2)n2 - (1/2)n + (1/2)(1-E) 
(2/3>n3 + (3/2)n2 + (5/6)n 
(7/12)n3 +(15/8)n2+(29/12)n - [1+(15/8) (1-E)]. 
From the similarity of the coefficients of the  higher powers of 
n i n  t D e  Six lines of Table V I  and in  the two sets of p o l y n d a l s  given 
above, It would appear that --- within the  reservstion expressed re 
mechanics of machine execution --- the times expended in the  execution of 
a l l  payload operationer i n  t h e  inversion of a matrix of order n should 
not differ Widely among the cases 0-by-0 and 1-by-1 and 2-by-?, f o r  
s ignif icant ly  large n. 
A3 
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Rcte :  Setween the date of submission and the date of  pub1icst;m of 
this re$)cr-k, an error of arrangement was  revealed i n  the programing i n  
that t h e  main recursive loop (beginning a t  statement 11) had been 
located out of sequence from i ts  locp control statements: 
-
DO 127 KL!I!RTN = 1, NRQCY 
GO TO 11 
127 COmTINIIE. 
This mislocation quite apparently did not adversely a f fec t  operation 
under the Fortran II compiler used for checkout, but it did i n - d i d a t e  
o p r a t i o n  under a la ter  Fortran FJ compilation. 
The correction of this deficiency and certain programming 
improvements, developed since i n i t i a l  compositiob are not shown i n  t h i s  
writing. 
PROGRAM LISTING 91 1/64 SHEET r r R x  
C /*/ S I G F i A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM MTRX 
JDB 0 0 6 5 5 r A S r P R O G R A R M E R t  ( B Y  11 S E P  T64MTRX 
FOR MTRX 
C *THE C U B I C  P O L Y N O M I A L  FOR I N V E R S I O N  T I M E  IN TERMS CF M A T R I X  CRDER. MTRX 
C * S Y C M E T R I C  M A T R I X  I N V E R S I C N  BY PARTITIONt WITH L E A S T  SQUARFS F I T  CYMTRX 
c *FOR C E R T A I N  O R D E R S  NORDFR=1.2*3-.- TO A P R E S C R I B E D  M A X I U U M  MORDERt MTRX 
C * O t r X T i i i d G  A L L  G R O E R S  NDROER NOT D I V I S ! B L €  R Y  A P!?ESC4I t?ED I % T E P V t  P T R X  
C * I Y V E R T  THE ( P O S I T I V E  O E F I N I T E I  S Y P P E T R I C  P A T R I X  D E F I N E D  AS F O L L C h S H T R X  
C * A ( I p J )  = S I Y ( f I * J ) / N O S D E R )  + T P E  C I A G O N A L  C A T . 3 I X  L( I .1)  N C X D E Q + l H T R X  
C * A  P R E S C R I B E D  NUHSER NFRQCY OF T I F E S I  i N T E R N A L L Y  HEASLIRIYG THE P T R X  
C * T C T A L  D U R A T I 3 N  UF A L L  NFRQCY I h V E Q S I O Y S  FOR EACH 'YORDER. Y T R X  
C *USING THE M A T R I X  I N V E S S I O N  PROCRAP FOR THE L E A S T  SQUARES F I T T I r Y G t  MTRX 
C *FOR E A C H  YOKDER ABOVF 39 U S E  L E A S T  S q U A R E S  TO F!T A C U B I C  TO THE MTRX 
C * I N T E R N A L L Y  YE4SURED D U R A T I O N  T I M E S  f O R  A L L  ORDERS UP T O  NORrJERt PTRX 
C t P O S T R U L T I P L Y I N G  E A C H  L E A S T  SOUARFS NORMAL M A T R I X  B Y  I T S  I N V E R S E *  MTRX 
C *AND RECORD THE MAXIMUM ERROR (DEPdRTURE FROP I D E N T I T Y  M A T R I X )  I N  MTRX 
C * F I N A L L Y *  P R I N T  A L L  DATA A P P L I C A B L E  TO EACH NORDERt  S P E C I F I C A L L Y -  HTRX 
C *NCRDERI T I M E 9  C O E F F I C I E N T S  ( C U B I C t  S Q U A R E t  L I  N E A R t C O N S T A N T )  t E R R O R I  YTRX 
C * E M P L O Y I N G  ( F A K E D )  N E G A T I V E  T I M E  TC MARK I N A B I L I T Y  TO GET SOLUTION.PTRX 
C *LMTI ) IH MUST R E L A T E  T O  SEVERAL D I K E N S I O N S  AND L I N I T S  HORDES. WTQX 
C * L M T D I M = 1 0 0  NTRX 
C *@OTV D I M E N S I O N S  E Q U A L  L M T D I H  P T R X  
DIPENSION W ~ ~ R I X ~ l 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 )  MTRX 
O I H E N S I O N  V A T R I X t  100~100) HTRX 
I C *CN€ DLlrfNSION EGUAL TO L M T D I H  MTRX 
D I M E N S I O N  D U R A T Y ( l O 0 )  HTRX 
C *GATA I N P U T  HTRX 
C +REAC THE PARAMETERS INTERV*MORCEPtNFROCY FROM A PUNCHED CARD MTRX 
C * I N T E Q V  FROM COLUMNS 11-15 I N  I N T E G E R  F O R C A T t  AND WTRX 
C *MORDER FROM COLUMNS 16-20 I N  IkTECER FORMATS AND PTRX 
C *NFROCY FROM COLUMNS 21-25 I N  I N T E G E R  FORMAT. P T R X  
4 F @ R R A T l 1 0 H  3 t 5 )  M T R X  
READ 4 9  I N T E R V t  CIORDE?t NFRQCYMTRX 
P R I N T  49 I N T E R V t  MORDERp NFRQCYMTRX 





































PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 /  1 / 6 4  S H E t T  MTRX 2 



























I C  
* S Y M M f T H I C  M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  B Y  P A R T I T I O N 9  R E C U R S I V E  ENLARGEMENT = l M T R X  
+ ( A A A B H H )  (UWWXOO) (100000) (WWUXOO1 ( A A A B H H )  MTR X 
+ / A A A B H H )  IWWUXOO) IOIOOOC) 1WWWXOC) ( A A A B H H )  D E V E L O P  ( 1 )  AW+BY=IHTRX 
+ ( A A A B H H ) ~ I U W W X O O ) = ( O ~ I O ~ O ) = ( W W W X O C ) , ( A A A B H H )  T H E  ( 2 )  AX+BZ=ONTRX 
+ ( C C C D H H )  I Y Y Y Z O O )  ( O O O I O C )  ( Y Y Y Z O C I  ( C C C D H H )  B A S I C  ( 3 )  YA+ZC=OMTRX 
*(HHHHHH) (000000) (000000) (000000) (HHHPHH) E Q U A T I O N S  (4) YB+ZD=IMTRX 
+(HHHHHHI IOOOOOO) (000000) ~OO@OO@) (HHHHHH) MTRX 
*THE S L A S H  [ / I *  USED AS A P R E F I X ,  PERE OENOTES I N V E R S I O N  E T R X  
* D E F I N I N G  € = / A B  MTRX 
A N D  F=C/A MTRX 
+YIECOS 1 Z=/ID-FB)=/(D-CE) WHERE SYMMETRY A P P L I E S  F O R  H T R X  
* A N 0  2 X=-EZ A r W  (AND FOR D r L )  MT RX 
+ AND 3 Y=-ZF AND WHERE MUTUAL TRANSPOSES AREMTRX 
+ A N 0  4 W=/A-EY=/A-XF (e.c), ( E * F ) ~  ( x , Y )  MTRX 
+HENCE THE C O M P U T A T I O N A L  PROCEDURE TO D E V E L O P  I W X Y L )  FROM ( ABC 0) I SMTRX 
+ l o  I N I T I A L L Y  COMPUTE / A  FROM A, AND T H E N  R E I T E R A T E  S T E P S  2-8 MTRX 
*Zo MOVE 0 TO Z M TRX 
*3.  COMPUTE f = C / A  AND STORE AT Y H T R X  
*4. COMPUTE Q = ( / Z ) = D - F B  A T  Z MTRX 
*5. I N V E R T  Z = / Q  I N  P L A C E  H T R X  
*6, COMPUTE X = - f Z  MTRX 
+ R o  COPY Y FROM X,  WHENCE ( W X Y Z )  IS / A  FOR NEXT I T E R A T I O N  MTRX 
+ R E S T R I C T  ALL P A R T I T I O N S  D p Z  TO ORDER l r  MTRX 
+ B E G I N  AND E N D  W I T H  M A T R I X  VATRIX(- , - )  O F  ORDER N A T R I X  MTRX 
+END I N V E R S I O N  W I T H  M A T R I X  W A T R I X ( - s - )  O F  ORDER N A T R l X  MTRX 
si’. COMPUTE W=/A-XF (CCMPUTE ONE HALF, COPY OTHER H A L F I H T R X  
+INCREASING ORDER OF A p W  BY 1 FOR E A C H  R E I T E R A T I O N  OF S T E P S  2-80 MTRX 
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PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 SHEET MTRX 
C I * /  S I G N A L  COPMENT C A R D  T O  B E G I N  NEW S H E E T  UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM MTRX 
11 C O N T I N U E  MTRX 
C * M A I N  L O G P  - E X E C U T E  N T I M E S v  A E V A h C I N G  I N D E X  K A T R I X  BY 1 M TRX 
28  00 90 K A T X I X = l v N A T R I X  P T Q X  
c *OBSE2VE * d T ? I x  I S  ORDER CF ( ~ B C O l t ( H X Y Z ) o  L A T R I X  IS ORCER OF A v W  MTRX 
L A T b l I X = K 4 T S I X - l  MTRX 
C +IJCVE C 1'1 l ( A  TO W FOR FIRST PASS ( A N D  I N V E R T  A IF K A T ' I I X = l ) )  P T R X  
UATR I X ( K A T R I  Y v K A T R I X  )= V A T R I X t  KATR I X v K A T R  I X  1 MTRX 
C * S E P f i T A T E  CASE K A T R I X = l  FCR I N V E R S I C N  OF A (SKIP F O R M I V G  F,Z) MTRX 
C *COPPLITE F = C / A  AMD Q=D-FB E T R X  
40 DC 49 I A T R I X = l , L A T R I X  MTRX 
WAT9 I X t K 'TR I X. I ATQ I X )=Oo MTRX 
C + A C C U W U L A ' i  ONE E L E V E N T  OF F=C/4 MTRX 
DO 45 J A l R I X = l , L A T R I X  H T R X  
I F ( I \ ; A T R I X I  92, 92, Z S H T R X  
39 I F ( L b T R I X 1  90, 519 4 0 M T R X  
4 5  
451 
WATR I X I  K A T S  I Xv I A T R I  X )= W A T R I X  ( KATR I XI I A T R  I X ) + V A T R  I X ( K A T Q I  XI JA TR I X I  MTRX 
* M A T R I X  f J A T R  1x1 I A T R  I X 1 MTRX 
C *FOR?! Q=C E3 d Y  A C C U E U L A T I O N  TO 0 WTRX 
KATR I X S K A T R I X  I - W A T R I X  ( KATRXX v I A T R  I X  I M l R X  
KA TR I X 1 MTRX 
49 
491 
W A T t ' I  X (  K a T a  I X v  K A T R I  X )  = WATR I X  
*VATR I X  ( I A T R I X  
C + I N V E R T  0 ( I N V E R T  0=A FOR K A T R I X = l )  H T R X  
52 k A T * I X ( K A T R I  X i  K A T R I  X ) = l * / W & T R  I X ( K A T R 1 X v K A T R I X )  P T R X  
5 1  I F ( W A T R I X ( K A T R I X . K A T S I X )  ) 529 92, 5 2 M T R X  
c *SEPAZATE CASE, SKIP T O  END OF LOOP A F T E R  I h V E - R T I N G  A =OK K A l P I X = l  MTRX 




























PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 /  1 / 6 4  S H E E T  MTRX 4 
C / * /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD T O  B E G I N  NEW S H E E T  UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM MTRX 
C *COMPUTE X=-EZ BY T R A N S P O S I N G  Y=-ZF M TRX 
70 DO 77 I A T R I X = l , L A T R I X  M T R X  
C +COMPUTE W=/A-XF A N D  FORM Y A S  T R A k S P O S E  OF X MTRX 
DO 88 I A T R I X = l r L A T R I X  MTRX 
DO 6 5  J A T R I X = I A T R I X , L A T R I X  MTRX 
C * A C C U M U L A T E  - X F  I N T O  /A, O N L Y  ALONG AND ABOVE Y A J O R  D I A G O N A L  M TRX 
77  W A T R I X ( I A T R I X ~ K A T R I X ) = - W A T R I X ( K A T R I X , K A T R I X ~ * W A T R I X ~ K A T R I X , I A T R I X ~ M T R ~  
8 4  W A T R I X ( I A T R I X , J A f R I X ) =  W A T R I X ( I A T R I X , J A T R I X ) - W A T R I X 1 I A T R I X ~ K A l R I X ) M T R X  
84 1 * W A T R I X ( K A T R I X ,  J A T R  I X I M T R X  
C *COMPLETE W BY SYMMETRY M T R X  
85  W A T R I X ( J A T R I X V I A T R I X ) =  W A T R I X ( I A T R I X , J A T R I X )  MTRX 
C .TRANSPUS€ ONE E L E M E N T  OF X TO Y MTRX 
88 U A T K I X ( K A T R I X ~ I A T R I X ) =  W A T ~ I X ( I A T R I X I K A T R I X )  MTRX 
MTR X 
MTRX 90 C O N T I N U E  
GO TO ( 127, 1701,  I S W T C H  HTRX 
C *ALARMS MTRX 
92 D U R A T N ( N O R D E R I = - l .  MTRX 
C *END OF M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  PROGRAPMING MTRX 
c *END OF M A I N  L O O P  
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1 1 0  
PROGRAM LISTING 9 /  1/64 SHEET HTRX 5 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COUMEWT CARD TO B f G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER AUTO-LISTING PROGRAM HTRX 111 
110 C O N T I N U E  
C * P P I t \ ! C I P A L  I T E R A T I V E  LOOP ON N O R O E R = l t 2 r  3---KORDER 
00 222 N O R D E R Z l  , MORDER 
TOROER=NORDER 
ERRCIR=O, 
D U R A T N ( N O R D E ~ ) = - T O R D E R  
I f I ~ O R D E 9 - ( N O R D E R / I N T E R V ) , I N T E R V )  222, 
P = r i  ~ L L ~ R  r E U A T C  TABLE AND SET ERRCR RfC3RD = 0 .  
CI 
C *SKIP CASES FOR Y H I C h  NORDES IS NOT O I V I S I B L E  BY I N T E R V  
115 D U R A T N ( N 0 R D E R ) ~ O i  
C *CREATE A (  I J 1 
DO 119 IORDER=l ,NCRDER 
DO 119 JORDER=l , IORDER 
VATRIX(1ORDER~JORDER)nKORDER 
V A T R I X I I C R D E R ~ J 0 R D E R ) ~ S I N F ( V A T R I ~ ( I O R D E R ~ J O R ~ E R ~ / J ~ R D E R  
IF(IORDEP-JO%DER) 113, 
KCRDER= IORDER*JCiRDER 
11@ V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R ~ t V A T R I X ~ I @ ~ D E R , J O R D E R ~ + T O R D E R + l ~  
119 V A T R I X ~ J O R D E R ~ I O R D E R ) = V A T S I X ( I O R D E R t J O R D E ~ ~  
C *INVERSION LOOP SETUP 
N A T R I  X=NORDER 
I S#TCH= 1 
TIMEON=CLOCKF(DUHHY)  
C +CLOCK ON I N T E R R O G A T E  CLOCK hER E 
C *LOOP NFRQCY I T E R A T I O N S  
DO 127 N I T R T N = l r N F R O C Y  
GO TO 11 
127 C O N T I N U E  
C +CLOCK GFF I N T E R R O G A T E  CLOCK HE ;E 





















1 1 9 M T R X  128 
MTRX 129 
MTRX 130 













PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 S H E E T  MTRX 6 
C / * I  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM MTRX 144 
C + L E A S T  SQUARES COMPUTATION. MTRX 115 
C +DENOTE S 1 K )  = SUM OF ( ( I + * K )  1 OVER I f ORDERS EMPLOYEDHTRX 146 
C +AND T ( K )  = SUM OF ( I I * + K ) * ( D U R A T N ( I ) ) )  OVER I = ORDERS EMPLOYEOHTRX 147 
C +AND C U B I C  = A ( 3 ) + ( X * * 3 )  + A ( 2 ) e ( X + + 2 )  + A ( l ) + X  + A t 0 1  WHERE THE MTRX 148 
C + V A R I A B L E  X DENOTES DURATION.  MTRX 149 
HTRX 150 C +SOLVE I s t o )  S ( 1 )  S ( 2 )  S(3)) ( A I O ) )  ( T ( 0 )  1 
C + T H I S  (S(1) S ( 2 )  S(3) S ( 4 ) )  ( A ( 1 ) )  = (111))  HTRX 1 5 1  
MTRX 152 C +SYSTEM ( S ( 2 )  S(3) S ( 4 )  S ( 5 ) )  ( A t 2 1  1 ( T I 2 1  1 
C + U S I N G  ( S ( 3 )  S ( 4 )  S ( 5 )  S ( 6 ) )  ( A ( 3 ) )  tl(3)) MTRX 153 
C +STORAGE V A T R I X ( l , l ) - V A T R I X ( 4 r 4 )  V A T R I X ( 8 , - 1  V A T R I X ( - , B )  MTRX 154 
C +CREATE NORMAL M A T R I X  AND VECTOR AND C L E A R  C O E F F I C I E N T  VECTOR MTRX 155 
130 DO 133 I O R D E R = l t 7  HTRX 156 
VATR I X ( IORDER. 7 )=Om H T R X  157 
V A T R I X  ( XORDER, 8 ) S O -  HTRX 158 
133 VATRIX(8 , IORDERl=Om MTRX 159 
C +USE KORDER TO COUNT V A L I D  D A T A  CASES MTRX 160 
KORDER=O HTRX 161 
DO 159 IORDER=l,NORDER MTRX 162 
C + S K I P  I R R E L E V A N T  CASES ( D U R A T N ( I O R D E R 1  N E G A T I V E )  HTRX 163 
HTRX 165 
V A R I A B L E  I O R D E R  MTRX 166 
HTRX 167 
1599 1429 1 4 2 H T R X  164 
H E  V A R I A B L E  B Y  D I V I S I O N  B Y  NDRDEKoMTRX 168 
I F ( D U R A T N ( I 0 R D E R ) )  
142 KOR DER=KORDER+ 1 
C +DENOTE POWRDR = POWERS OF ORDER 
C +SCALE ( N O R M A L I Z E )  I N D E P E N D E N T  T 
POWRDR-1- 
XOR DE R* I OR DER 
YORDER= NORDER 
XORDER=XORDER/YORDER 
I F (  JORDER-1) 
152 POWRDR=POWRDR*XORDER 
153 I F t J O R D E R - 4 )  




158 V A T R I X ( J O R D E R ~ ? ) = V A T R I X ( J O R D E R t 7 ) + P O W R D R  
159 C O N T I N U E  
C * S K I P  CASES W I T H  L E S S  THAN 4 DATA P O I N T S  
IF( KORDER-4) 2109 1619 
DO 168 JORDER=l , IORDER 
V A T R I X ( I O R D E R I J O R D E R ~ = V A T R I X ~ K O R D E R - ~ ~ ~ )  
V A T R I X t  JORDER,IORDER)=VATRI X (  IGRDER, JORDER) 
161 DO 168 IORDER=l ,4  
KORDER=IORDER+JORDER 
168 
C + I N V E R T  NORMAL M A T R I X  
NAT R I X = 4  
I SWTCH=2 
GO TO 11 
H T R X  169 
MTRX 170 
MTRX 1 7 1  
MTRX 172 
1 5 2 M T R X  1 7 3  
MTRX 174 
1 5 8 M T R X  175 














PROGRhM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 S H E E T  P T R X  7 
- C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TI) B E G I N  NEY SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GRAM MTRX 190 
170 C O N T I N U E  MTRX 191 
C * O B T A I N  COEFf ICIEQTS AND MEASURE ERROR MTRX 192 
C * N O R M A L I Z E  THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  TO REPRESENT DATA FOR NFRQCY = 1 
- c  * D E S C A L E  THE T I M E  VARIA3LE B Y  D I V I D I N G  THE C G E F F I C I E N T S  OY NORDER- MTRX 193 
Z OR DER=NFROCY 
LORGER=5-IORDER 
DO 200 I O R D E R = l s 4  
DO 199 JORDER=l ,4  
X 0 R DE R=O- 
DO 193 K O R D E R = 1 * 4  
I F (  IORDER-JORDER) 196. 195r 
- 
193 X O R D E R = X O R D E R + V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ K ~ R D E R ~ * U A T R I X ~ K C R D E R ~ J O R D E R ~  
195 XORDER=XORDES- l -  
196 XORDER=ABSF ( XORDER) 
198 ERROR=XORDER 
I F t E R R O R - X O R D E R )  1 9 8 s  1999 
VAT R I X ( 8 s  CORDER ) = V A T R I  X 199 
1991 * V A T R I X ( J O R D E R r B )  
8 s LOROE R )+MA 1 R  I X 1 I ORDER * J ORDER 1 
1992 /ZORDER 
200 ZORDER=ZORDER*YORDER 
C *PR I NT 
20 1 F C R K A T  ( 1OH 7F 15 -9 1 
210 P R I N T  2Olr TORDERV DURATN(NORDER1. ( V A T R I X ( 8 r I ) r I = l r 4 ) r  ERROR MTRX 213 
C *END O F  P R I N C I P A L  I T E R A T I V E  LOOP HTRX 214 
222 C O N T I N U E  MTRX 215 
C A L L  S Y S T E M  WTRX 216 








H T R X  201 
l Y 6 H T R X  202 
MTRX 203 
MTRX 204 





H T A X  210 
MTRX 211 
MTRX 212 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  91 1 / 6 4  S H E E T  MTRX 8 
C /* /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD T O  B E G I N  NEW SHEET U N D E R  AUTO-LISTING PROGRAM MTRX 218 
LOAD BATCH MTRX 219 
REPARK THE CLOCK I N T E R R O G A T I C N  PROGRAM IS LOADED HERE M r R X  220 
MTRX 2 2 1  TRA 
DATA 2 2 0  100 MTRX 222 
REMARK END OF RUN MTQX 223 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 /  1/64 SHEET MTRX 9 
C /*/ S I G N A L  C O W E N T  CARO TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNOER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PHJGRAM MTRX 2 2 4  
JOE 00655, AS, PROGRACMER, ( B Y  2) SEPT64MTRK 225 


























*SYMMETRIC U A T R I X  I N V E R S X C N  B Y  P A R T I T I O N ,  WITH L E A S 1  SQUARES F I T  TOM 
*THE C U B I C  PQLYNOMlAL FOR INVERSIOY TIME IN TERMS OF M A T R I X  011DER. I4  
*FOR C E R T A I N  ORDERS NORDER=1,2,3-.. TO A P R E S C R I B E D  MAXIPUM H O R D E R I M  
+ O M I T T I N G  ALL ORDERS NORDER NOT D I V I S I B L E  BY A PRESCR16ED I N T E R V ,  M 
+ A ( I r J J  = S I N ( ( f * J ) / N O R D E R 1  + TPE CIAGONAL M A T R I X  L I I , I )  = N O R M H + l M  
*A  P R E S C R I B E D  NUPBER YFRQCY O F  TIMES, I N T E R N A L L Y  MEASURING THE M 
* T O T A L  D U R A T I O N  OF ALL NFRQCY I N V E R S I O N S  FOR EACH NORDER, M 
* U S I N G  THE M A T R I X  I N V E R S I C N  PROGRAC FOR THE L E A S T  SQUARES F I T T I N G v  M 
*FOR EACH NOQDER ABOVE 33r USE LEAST SQUARES TC F I T  A C U B I C  TO THE M 
* I N T E Q N A L L Y  MEASURED D U R A T I O N  T I M E S  FOR A L L  ORDERS UP TO NORDERI M 
* I N V E R T  THE ( P O S I T I V E  D E F I N I T E 1  SYPMETRIC M A T R I X  D E F I N E D  AS FOLLOkSM 
+AND RECORD THE MAXIMUM ERROR ( C E P I R T U R E  FROC I D E N T I T Y  P A T R I X I  I N  M 
* P O S T M U L T I P L Y I Y G  EACH L E A S T  SQUARES NORMAL M A T R I X  BY I T S  INVERSE. M 
* F I N A L L Y ,  P R I N T  ALL DATA A P P L I C A B L E  TO EACH NORDER, S P E C I F I C A L L Y -  H 
+NORDER, TIME, C O E F F I C I E N T S  (CUBIC,SPUARE~LINE4R3rC@NSTANT)3r ~ R R O R I  H 
* E M P L O Y I N G  ( F A K E D )  N E G A T I V E  TIME TO MARK I N A B I L I T Y  TO GET S0LUTION.M 
* L P T D I M  UUST R E L A T E  TO SEVERAL DIMENSIONS AND L I M I T S  MORDER- H 
*L MT D I M= 100 M 
*BOTH D I M E N S I O N S  EQUAL L M T D I M  M 
D I M E N S I O N  W A T R f X ~ 1 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 )  M 
D I M E N S I O N  V A T R I X ( 1 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 )  M 
*ONE D I M E N S I O N  EPUAL TO L M T D I M  H 
DIMENSION D U R A f N ( 1 0 0 )  M 
*DATA I N P U T  M 
*READ THE PARAMETERS I N T E R V ~ H O R D E R ~ N F R Q C Y  FROM A PUNCHED CARO M 
* I N T E R V  FROM COLUMNS 11-15 I N  INTEGER FORMAT, AND M 
*MORCER FRtlM COLUMNS 16-20 I N  INTEGER FORMAT, AND M 
*NFRQCY FROM COLUMNS 21-25 I N  INTEGER FORMAT. w 
4 FORMAT(1OH 315)  M 
READ 4 ,  INTERV,  PIORDER, NFRQCYM 
P R I N T  4 ,  I N T E R V ,  MORDER, NFRQCYM 






































'RX 231  
-RX 232 
'RX 2 3 3  
'RX 2 3 4  
'RX 235 
'RX 2 3 6  
'RX 237 
'RX 238 










'RX  249  




'RX 2 5 4  
' R X  255 
'RX 256 
'RX 257  
'RX 258 
'ax 229 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 S H E E T  MTRX 10 





























*SYMMETRIC M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  B Y  P A R T I T I O N I  R E C U R S I V E  ENLARGEMENT = 2MTRX 260 
* ( A A A B H H I  (WWWXOO) (100000) (WWWXOO) ( A A A B H H )  MTRX 2 6 1  
* ( A A A B H H )  (WWWXOC) (010000) (WWWXOO) ( A A A B H H )  DEVELOP (1 )  AW+BY=IMTRX 262 
* ~ A A A 6 H H ~ o ~ W ~ W X O O ~ ~ ~ O O I O O O ~ , [ A A A ~ H H ~  THE ( 2 )  AX+BZ=OMTRX 263 
+(CCCDHH)  (YYYZOO) (OOOIOC) (YYYZOO) (CCCDHH) B A S I C  ( 3 )  YA+ZC=OMTRX L64 
*(HHHHHH) (000000) (OOOOOC) (000000) (HHHHHH) E O U A T I O N S  (4) YB*ZD=IMTRX 265 
*(HHHHHH) (000000) (000000) ( O O C O O C )  (HHHHHHI MTRX 266 
*THE S L A S H  ( / I ,  USED A S  A P R E F I X ,  P E R €  DENOTES I N V E R S I O N  F T R X  2 6 1  
* D E F I N I N G  E = / A B  MTRX L68 
AND F=C/A MTRX 269 
* Y I E L D S  1 Z=/ (D-FB)= / (D-CE)  WHERE SYMMETRY A P P L I E S  F O R  MTRX 270 
AND 2 X=-EZ ATDIWT MTRX 2 7 1  
* AND 3 Y=-ZF AND WHERE MUTUAL TRANSPOSES AREMTRX 272 
AND 4 W=/A-EY=/A-XF (B ,C) , (E ,F ) r (X ,Y )  MTRX 273 
*HENCE T H E  COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE T O  DEVELOP (WXYZ)  FROM ( A B C D )  I S M T R X  274 
* l o  I N I T I A L L Y  COMPUTE / A  FROM A, AND THEN R E I T E R A T E  S T E P S  2-8 MTRX 275 
* 2 0  MOVE 0 TO Z MTRX 276 
*3 r  COMPUTE F=C/A AND STORE A T  Y MTRX 277  
MTRX 278  
*6. COMPUTE %=-E2 MTRX 280 
180 COPY Y FROM X I  WHENCE (WXYZ)  IS / A  FOR N E X T  I T E R A T I O N  MTRX 282 
440 COMPUTE Q=(/Z)=D-FB A T  2 
* 5 .  I N V E R T  L = / P  I N  P L A C E  ( I N V E R T  ONE HALF,  COPY OTHER H A L F I M T R X  279 
*7. COMPUTE W=/A-XF (COMPUTE ONE HALF, COPY OTHER H A L F I M T R X  2 8 1  
* R E S T R I C T  A L L  P A R T I T I O N S  D,Z T O  ORGER 2 BY I N I T I A L  P A R T I T I O N  O F  AwWMTRX 283 
* A T  ORDER 1-OR-2 A S  ORDER OF T O T A L  M A T R I X  IS ODD-OR-EVEN, THEREUPGNMTRX 284  
+ I N C R E A S I N G  ORDER O F  A,W BY 2 FOR EACH R E I T E R A T I O N  O F  S T E P S  2-60 MTRX 285  
* B E G I N  AND END WITH M A T R I X  V A T R I X ( - r - )  O F  ORDER N A T R I X  MTRX 286 
*END I N V E R S I O N  WITH M A T R I X  M A T R I X ( - * - )  O F  ORDER N A T R I X  MTRX 287 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1 / 6 4  SHEET MTRX 11 











- c  
C 
C 
144 SIGhi4L COUMENT CARD TO B E G I N  MEW SPEET UNDER A U I O - L I S T I Y G  PROGRAM P T R X  288 
11 C O N T I N U E  MTRX 209 
+ H A T R I X = l r 2  45 N A T R I X = ~ O O ~ E V E ~ V  MTRX 290 
H A T R I X = Z - I N A T R i X - ( N A T R I X / 2 ) + 2 )  MTRX 291 
+MAIF;  L O O P  - E X E C U r E  fN+2-91/2 TIMES* ADVANCING I N D E X  K A T R I X  B Y  2 P T R X  292 
I F ( N A T R I X 1  921 92r ZSHTRX 293 
28 eo 90 K A T H I  X = M A T R I  X p ' J A T R I X r Z  MTRX 294 
* O B S E R V E  K A T R I X  I S  OitDER OF ( A B C D ) r ( d X Y Z I .  L A T R I X  I S  ORDER O f  A v r ~  HTRX 2 3 5  
L B T R I X = K A T S I X - 2  HTRX 296 
MTRX 297 
DO 3R W N T R I X = l r 2  MTRX 298 
K P T R I X = K A T R I X + l - M W T R I X  MTRX 2 9 9  
OC 38 N Y T R I X = l r 2  MTRX 300 
K N T R I X = K A T R I X + l - N Y T R I X  MTRX 301 
+ORDER OF MOVEMENT IS ( K . K ) r ( K r K - l ) r ( K - l r K ) r ( K - l K l )  ( K = i ( A T R I X ) M T Q X  302 
+ S E P A R A T E  EXTERRANEOUS CASES (OTHER THAN K r K  FOR K A T R I X = l )  MTRX 303 
+ I N V E R T  A FOR K A T R I X = l r  THEN S K I P  TL' END OF LOOP CTRX 305 
36 WATRIX(lrl)=l./kATRIX(l~l) HTRX 307 
GO TO 9 G  MTRX 308 
+MOVE ONE ELEMENT OF D TO Z MTRX 309 
38 ~ A T R I X f K I T Q I X r K N T R I X ) =  V A T R I X ( K M T ~ 1 X r K N r R I X )  M T R X  310 
+SEPARATE CASE K A T R I X = 2  FOR I N V E R S I O N  OF A ( S K I P  F O R M I N G  F e z )  HTRX 3 1 1  
*CCMPUTE F = C / A  AND Q=D-F5 C l R X  313 
40 DO 49 I t  r R I X = l * L A T R I X  P T R X  3 1 4  
DO 49 Y F T H I X = L , Z  MTRX 315 
1( MT R I X = K A IF. ? X + 1 -M H T R I X PTRX 316 
W A T R I  X (  KMTF;?Xr I A T R I  X 1 = 0 -  CTRX 3 1 7  
*ACCUMULATE rjVE E L E U E N T  OF F=C/4 MTRX 318 
DO 45  J b T R I X = l r L A T R I X  MTRX 319 
*HOVE D TO 2 ( A  TO W FOR F I R S T  PASS (AND I N V E R T  A I F  K A T P I X = l ) )  
I F ( K H T R I X * K N J R I X )  901 359 3 8 C T R X  304 
3 5  IF(kATRIX(lr1)) 36- 9 i r  36MTNX 306 
39 IF(L4TKIk~ 90r 51. 4 0 P T R X  312 
45 W A T R I X ( K n T R I X . I A T R I X ) -  WATRIX(KMTRIXrIATRIX)+VATRIX(KMTRIX~J4TRIX)PTRX 320 
451 + W A T R I X ( J A T R I X r  I 4 T R I X ) C T R X  321  
*FORM Q=D-FB BY CONCUSREVT A C C U C U L A T I O N  OVER € % T I R E  C MTRX 322 
DO 4 9  h N T R I X = i r 2  H r R X  323 
K N T R I X = L A T R I X + N N T R I X  MTRX 324 
+ORDER OF ACCUMULATION IS (KrK-l).(KtK)r(K-lrK-l)r(K-l.K) MTRX 325 
+ S E P A R A T E  C A S E  FOR UPPER R I G H T  CORNER MTRX 326 
* S E P A R A T E  C A S E  FOR RECOVERY BY S Y W E T R Y  ON L A S T  I T E R A T I O N  CTRX 328 
I F ( K C T R 1 X - K N T R I X !  481 491 4 9 M l R X  327 
48 I F t L A T R I X - I A T R I X I  90- 509 49MTRX 329 
49 W A T R I X ( K H T R I X . K h T R I X ) =  W A T R I X ( K M T R T I ~ K N T R I X ~ ~ W A T R I X 1 K n T R I X , I A T K I X ~ ~ T Q X  330  
49  1 +VATRIX(IATRIXIKNTRIX)MTRX 3 3 1  
* F I h I S H  0 E Y  S Y W F T R Y  P T R X  332 
50 6 A T R I X ( L A C R I X + l * K A T R I X ) = k A T R I  X (KATk,! X I K A T R I X - 1 )  FLTRX 333 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 SHEET HTRX 12 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PSOGRAH MTRX 3 3 4  
C + I N V E R T  4 ( I N V E R T  0-A FOR K A T R I X = 2 )  BY A D J O I N T S  MTRX 335 
C +PREPARE I N V E R S I O N  B Y  I N T E R C H A N G I N G  D I A G O N A L  ELEMENTS THRU ( K c K - 1 )  MTHX 336 
5 1  W A T R I X ( K A T R 1 X  ,KATRIX-l)=WATRIX(KATRIX V K A T R I X  1 MTRX 337 
W A T R I X  ( K A T R I  X r K A T R  I X  ) = W A T R I  X ( K A T R I X - 1 9  K A T R  I X-1)  MTRX 338 
W A T R I X ( K A T R I X - l p K A T R I X - l ) = W A T R I X ( K A T R I X  V K A T R I X - 1 )  MTRX 339 
C +STORE DETERMINANT I N  LOWER L E F T  CORNER AND RECOVER B Y  SYMMET9Y MTRX 340 
C +COMPUTE DETERMINANT AS ( tK-1 .K-1)  ( K v K 1 - t  ( K - l r K )  ( K - l , K ) - ( O )  1 )  MTRX 341 
W A T R I X ( K A T R I X . K A T R I X - l ) = O .  MTRX 342 
DO 58  N N T R I X = l , 2  MTRX 3 4 3  
I A T R I X = K A T R I X - ( Z - N N T R I X )  MTRX 344 
J A T R I X = K A T R I X + (  1 - N N T R I X )  MTRX 345 
58 W A T R I X ( K A T R I X . K A T R I X - l ) =  W A T R I X ( K A T R I X - l ~ J A T R I X )  HTRX 346 
58 1 * W A T R I X ( I A T R I X I K A T R I X )  MTRX 347 
582 -WATRIX(KATRIX,KATR I X - 1 )  MTRX 340 
C *COMPUTE I N V E R S E  ( E X C E P T  ( K s K - 1 )  1 MTRX 349 
60 DO 66 H M T R I X = l r 2  MTRX 3Sl  
K H T R I X = L A T R I X + M M T R I X  MTRX 352 
DO 66 NNTR I X = l ,  2 MTRX 353 
K N T R I X = K A T R I X + l - N N T R I X  MTRX 354 
IF(WATRIX(KATRIX,KATRIX-l)) 60, 929 6 0 H T R X  350  
C *SEPARATE CASES FOR N E G A T I O N  FOR I K - l V K )  AND RECOVERY FOR ( K I K - 1 )  MTRX 355 
I F ( K M T R 1 X - K N T R I X )  659 66. 6 7 M T R X  356 
65 W A T R I X ( K H T R I X , K N T R I X ) = - W A T R I X ( K H T R I X ~ K N T R I X )  MTRX 357 
66 W A T R I X ( K M T R I X t K N T R I X ) =  W A T R I X ( K M T R I X , K N T R I X )  H T R X  358  
661 / W A T R I X l K A T R I X , K A T R I X - l )  MTRX 359 
C *RECOVER B Y  SYMMETRY MTRX 360 
67 WATRIXIKATRIX,KATRIX-l)=HATRIX(KATRIX-l,KATRIX) MTRX 3 6 1  
C *SEPARATE CASE, S K I P  TO END OF LOOP AFTER I N V E R T I N G  A FOR K A T R I X z 2  MTRX 362 
69 I F ( L A T R I X 1  909 909 7 O M l R X  363 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 SHEET FlTRX 13 
c /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PQ3GRAM M l R X  364 
C *COMPUTE X=-EZ BY TRANSPOSING Y=-ZF PTRX 365 
70 DO 77 I A T R I X = l , L A T R I X  M T R X  366 
DO 77 N N T R I X = l r 2  WTRX ft’l 
K N T R I X = K A T R I K + l - N N T R I X  MTRX 3 k 3  
Ll ATR I X i: I A TR I X. KNTR I X ) =Om M l R X  5 t a  
DO 77 M M T R I X = l r 2  HTRX 3 7 0  
K H T R I X = L A T R I X + M T R I X  MTRX 3 7 1  
77 M A T R I X (  I A T R I X . K N T R I X ) =  
771 
M A T R I X (  I A T R  I X W K N T R I X  ) -WATRIX f K Y T Y  I X 9 KH TR I X 1 HTRX 
*UATR I X ( KHTR I X  9 I A T R  I X 1 FITRX 
3 7 2  
373 
C +COMPUTE W / A - X F  AND FORM Y AS TRANSPOSE OF X MTRX 374 
DO 88 I A T R I X = l . L A T R I X  V T R X  375 
DO 8 5  J A T R I X = I A T R I X , L A T R I X  M T R X  376 
DO 8 4  N N T R I X = l r 2  HTRX 377 
K N T R I  X Z K A T R I  X + l - N N T R I  X R T R X  378 
C *ACCUMULATE -XF I N T O  /A .  ONLY ALONG AND ABOVE MAJOR D I A G O N A L  MTRX 3 7 9  
84 1 *WATR I X (KNTR I X  J A  TR I X 1 ETRX 38 1 
84 WATR I X  ( I ATR 1 X. J A T R I X ) =  M A T R I X (  I ATR I X ,  J A T R I  X 1-WATR I X f I A T 9  I X 9 K Y  TR I X 1 MTRX 380 
C *COMPLETE U BY SYMRETRY 
85 W A T R I X ( J A T R I X . I A T R I X ) r  U A T R I X ( 1 A T R I X I J A J R I X )  
DO 88 NNTRIX=1.2 
KNTR 1 X=KATR 1. X + l - N N T R I  X 
WATRI  X (KNTR I XI I A T R I  X I =  
C *TRANSPOSE ONE ELEHENT OF x i a  Y 
88 WAfR I X  ( I ATR I X  WKNJR I X 1 
C *END OF M A I N  LOOP 
90 CONTINUE 
GO TO ( 1271 1701. ISWTCH 
C ALARMS 
92 D U R A T N ( N O R D E R ) = - l -  
IF( I S W T C H - 2 1  130, 21139 
C *END OF M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  PROGRAPHING 
MTRX 382 
M l R X  383 
M l R X  384 
MTRX 3 E 5  
MTRX 306 




H l R X  3 9 1  
MTRX 392 
2LOMTRX 393  
MTRX 394 
I 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1 / 6 4  S H E E T  MTRX 14 
C /*/  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM MTRX 395 
110 C O N T I N U E  MTRX 396 
C * P R I N C I P A L  I T E R A T I V E  LOOP ON N O R D E R = ~ ~ Z I ~ ~ . O M O R D E R  MTRX 397 
DO 222 NORDER=l  ,MORDER MTRX 398 - 
TORDER=NORDER MTRX 399 
C *CLEAR DURATN T A B L E  AND SET ERROR RECORD = 0. HTRX 400 
ERROR=O- PITRX 401 
D U R A T N t  NORDER)=-TORDER WTRX 402 
* S K I P  CASES FOR WHICH NORDER IS NOT D I V I S I B L E  BY I N T E R V  MTRX 403 
115 DURATN ( NORDER )=O o MTRX 405 
C +CREATE A (  1 9  J 1 WTRX 406 
DO 119 I O R D E R = l r N O R D E R  MTRX 407 
DO 119 J O R D E R = l r I O R D E R  MTRX 408 
KORDER= IORDER*JORDER MTRX 409 
VATRIX( IORDERtJORDER) -KORDER MTRX 410 
V A T R I X l I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R ~ ~ S l N F ~ V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R ~ / T ~ R D E R ~  MTRX 411  
118 V A T R I X ( I O R D E R t J O R D E R ) t V A T R I X ( I ~ R D E R t J O R D E R ~ + T O R D E R + l o  MTRX 413 
119 V A T R I X ( J O R D E R ~ I O R D E R ~ = V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R t J O R D E R )  H T R X  414 
C * I N V E R S I O N  LOOP S E T U P  MTRX 415 
NATR IX=NORDER MTRX 416 
I SWTCH= 1 MTRX 417 
C +CLOCK O N  INTERROGATE CLOCK HERE MTRX 418 
T I H E O N = C L O C K F l D U M U Y )  MTRX 419 
C +LOOP NFRQCY I T E R A T I O N S  MTRX 420 
DO 127 N I T R T N = l r N F R Q C Y  MTRX 421 
GO T O  11 HTRX 422 
127 C O N T I N U E  MTRX 423 
C *CLOCK O F F  I N T E R R O G A T E  CLOCK HERE MTRX 424 
TIWEUP=CLOCKF [DUMMY 1 HTRX 425 
C +COMPUTE D U R A T I O N  D U R A T N ( N 0 R D E R )  = CLOCK SPAN MTRX 426 
DURATN (NORDER)=T I PIEUP-TI MEON MTRX 627 
C 
I F  (NORDER-( NORDER/ I N T E R V  ) * I N T E R V )  2229 1st 2 2 2 M T R X  404 
I F I I O R D E R - J O R D E R )  1199 1189 1 1 9 H l R X  412 
PRCGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 SHEET MTRX 15 
c I* /  S I G N A L  COMUEN CARD TO BEGIN NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM MTQX 428 
C * L E A S T  SQUARES COMPUTATION, MTRX 429 
C *DENOTE S ( X )  = SUU OF ( ( I * * I o  1 OVER 1 = ORDERS EMPLOYEDMTRX 430 
C *AND T f K t  = SUM OF ( ( I * * K ) * ( C U R I T N 1 1 ) ) )  OVER I = ORDERS EHPLOYEDMTRX 431  
C +AND CUBIC = a(3 ) * iX* *3 )  + A t Z l * l X = * ? )  + A f 1 ) + X  + 619)  biHERE THE MTRX 432 
C + S O L V E  ( S I 0 1  S ( l l  S ( 2 )  s t 3 1 1  ( A t O ) )  ( T t O )  1 HTRX 434 
C * T H I S  (S(1) S ( 2 )  S ( 3 )  S ( 4 ) )  4 I A ( 1 ) )  = ( T ( 1 ) )  MTRX 435 
C +SYSTEM (S(2) S ( 3 )  S ( 4 )  S I 5 1 1  ( A ( 2 ) )  ( T ( 2 ) )  MTRX 436 
C +US I NG ( S ( 3 )  S ( 4 )  S ( 5 )  S ( 6 ) )  ( a ( 3 ) )  ( T ( 3 ) )  MTRX 437 
C *STORAGE V A T R I X ( l t l ) - V A T R I X ( 4 t 4 )  V A T R I X ( 8 r - )  V A T R I X ( - r S )  MTRX 438 
C * C R € A T E  NORMAL M A T R I X  AND VECTOR AND CLEAR C O E F F I C I E N T  VECTOR P T R X  439 
130 DO 133 I O R D E R = l p 7  MTRX 440 
V A T R I X ( I O R D E R t ? ) = O o  H T R X  441 
V A T R I X t  I O R D E R t B ) = O -  MTRX 442 
C * V A R I A B L E  X DENOTES DURATION, M r u x  4 3 3  
133 V A T P I X ( 8 t I O R O E R ) = O -  v w x  443  
C +USE KOROER TO COUNT V A L I G  DATA CASES Mrax 444 
KORDER=O MTRX 445 
00 159 I O R O E R = l t N U R D E R  P'TRX 446 
C * S K I P  I R R E L E V A N T  C A S E S  ( D U R A T N ( I O R C E R 1  N E G A T I V E )  l T X X  447 
I F  ( D U R A T N t  I O R D E R )  159, 142r 1 4 2 M T R X  448 
142 KORDER=KORDER+l HTRX 449 
C *DEFiOTE POWROR = POWERS OF ORDER V A R I A B L E  I O R D E R  HTRX 450 
PO WR OR= 1 * MTRX 451  
C +SCALE ( N O R M A L I Z E )  I N D E P E N D E N T  T I M E  V A R I A B L E  B Y  D I V I S I O N  EV NORDER-MTRX 4S2 
XORDER= I O R D E R  
YORDEQ=NORDER 
XORDEf.= XURDER/ Y DRDE'? 
DO 158 J O R D E R = l t 7  
IF( JORDER-1) 222 t 
153 I F (  JORDER-4)  154t 
154 V A T R I X { J O R D E R ~ B ) ~ V A T ~ I X ~ J O R D E R I S ] + P O W R D R * D U R A ~ N ~ I O R D E ~ ~  
158 V A T R I X ( J U R D E R ~ 7 ) = V A T R I X [ 3 0 R D E R ~ ? ) + P O U R D R  
152 POWRDR=POYRDR*XORDER 
159 C O N T I N U E  
C + S K I P  C A S E S  WITH LESS THAN 4 DATA POINTS 
I F t K O R D E R - 4 )  2 l O t  
161 DE 168 I O R D E R = l t Q  
DO 168 J O R D E R = l t 1 0 9 D E R  
VATRIX( IORDER.JORDERI3VATRIX(KORDER- l r l )  
KORDER= IORDER+JORDER 
168 VATRIX(J0RDER~IORDER)rVATRIX~ICRDER~JORDER~ 
C * I N V E R T  NORMAL M A T R I X  
N A T R I  X = 4  
I SWTCH=2 




H T R X  456 
MTRX 458 
HTRX 460 
H T R X  461  
MTRX 462 
HTRX 463 









153, 1 5 2 P T R X  457 
1549 1 5 8 M T R X  459 
161, 1 6 l M T R X  464 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 1/64 SHEET H T R X  16 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD T O  B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM MTRX 474 
170 C O N T I N U E  MTRX 475 
C * n B T A I N  C O E F F l C I E N T S  AND MEASURE ERRCR HTPX 476 
C +DESCALE THE T I M E  V A R I A B L E  BY O I V I C I N G  THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  BY NCIROER. MTRX 471  
C + N O R M A L I Z E  THE C C E F F I C I E N T S  T O  R E P Q E S E N T  D A T A  FOR NFRQCY = 1 
ZflRDER=NF RQCY 
LOR OE R= 5- I OR DER 
DO 200 IORDER=lt4 
DO 199 J O R O E R = l r 4  
XOREER=O. 
DO 193 K O R D E R = l r 4  
IF( IORDER-JORDER) 196, 195, 
193 X O R O E R ~ X O R D E R + V A T 9 1 X 1 I O R D E R I K O R O E R ~ K O R O E R ~ ~ W A T R I X ~ K O ~ O E R ~ J O ~ O € R ~  
195 XORDER=XOROER-lo 
196 XOROER=ABSFI XORDER) 
198 ERRCR=XORDER 
I F (  ERROR-XOROER) 198, 199, 
199 V A T S I X ~ 8 ~ L O R D E R ~ ~ V A T R I X ~ 8 ~ L O ~ D E R ~ + W A T R I X ~ I C R D E R ~ J O R ~ E R ~  
1991 + V A T R I X (  J O R D E R t B  1 
1992 / Z O R D E R  
200 ZORDER=ZORDER*YORDER 
C * P R I N T  




H l R X  482 
H T R X  483 
H T R X  484 
H T S X  4 8 5  
1 9 6 M r R X  486 
C T R X  487 
MTKX 488 
A 9 9 M T K X  4 8 Y  
MTRX 400 
M r R X  4 9 1  
H T R X  492 
MTRX 493 
MTRX 494 
M r R X  495 
MTKX 496 
M T R X  4 a ~  
210 P R I N T  201, TOROERt  DURATN(NORDER1, ( V A T H I X ~ 8 r I l ~ I = l , 4 ) ~  E R a O R  M T K X  497 
C *END T)F W I N C I P A L  I T E R A T I V E  LOOP MTRX 498 
C A L L  SYSTEF1 M T R X  500 
END MTQX 201 
222 CONT’I‘JGE H r R x  499 
. 
PROGRAM LISTING 9/ 1/64 S H E E T  H T R X  17 
C /*/ SIGNAL COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER AUTO-LISTING PROGRAM MTRX 502 
LOAD BATCH HTRX 503 
REMARK THE CLOCK INTERROGATION PROGRAM IS LOADED H E R E  MTRX 304 
TRA HTRX 505 
DATA 2 20 100 n r R x  500 
REMARK END OF RUN M r S X  507 
l -  
8 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  
C /*/ S I G N A L  COWWENT CARD TO B E G I N  YEW SHEET UNDER AUTO-L 
9 / 1 0 / 6 4  S H E E T  MTXG 
S T I N G  P U G R A M  M r X G  
JOB 00655. AS .P ROGRACllWf R t 4 GENERATOR 1 SEPT64HTXG 
REHARK T H I S  JOB GENERATES A FORTRAN PROCRAH FUR CASE 0-BY-0 RTXG 
REMARK MAXIMUM ORDER IS ENTERED I N  COLUMNS 7-8 OF DATA CA,iD MTXG 
SPACE WTXG 
REPARK THIS JU8 WRITES ONE BCD F I L E  ON TAPE 5 MTXG 
SPACE MTXG 
REHARK PLEASE SAVE T A P E  3 AT ENC OF RUN WTXG 
SPACE PTXG 
HEHARK PAUSE TO PUSH START AFTER CHECKIYG A V A I L A B I L I T Y  OF TAPE W T X G  
SPACE l! TXG 
SPACE MTXG 
PAUSE PT XG 
FOR M r X G  
D I M E N S I O N  CARD1801 H TXG 
1000 F O R M A T ( b A l . 1 2 r 7 2 A l )  MTXG 
1001 FORWAT(BOA1) MTXG 
1002 FORMAT(72Al rQH H T X I C )  MTXG 
NRCAROrO M T  XG 
N ATR I X=O PTXG 
NRTAP E=5 WTXG 
REWIND NRT APEMTXG 
YTXG 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE, 1 OOOM TXG 
WTXG 
1111 READ 1 OOLPTXG 
1 l l l l ~ l C A S D ~ 1 ~ ~ I ~ l ~ 8 0 ~  MTXG 
1112 I F ( C A E t l I Z ) - f L A G )  
1121 NHCARD=NRCARD+l MTXG 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE, 1 O O 2 p  T X G  
~,tCARDtI),I=l~72)rNRCARO M T X G  
GO TO 1111 PTXG 
1122 CONTINUE MTXG 
READ 1 OOOM r XG 
1.FLAGWCLAG. (CARD[ I) I = l . 4 ) r N A T R I X t  (CARD( I1,1=9,80) 
1 . FLAG 9 CLAG, t CARD( I 1 t I=  I . 4 1 1 NATR I XI t CARD ( I 1 9 1=9.80 1 
I F ( CAR0 f 1 )-FLAG 1 1121. 1112. 1 1 2 l M T X G  
























2 3  









3 3  
3 4  
35 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/10/64 S H E E T  M T X G  
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW S H E E l  UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PRCISRAK C T X G  
C I N S E R T  PROGRAMMING L O O P  P T X G  
28 DO 90 K A T R I X - l r N A T R I X  M l X G  
L A T R I X - K A T R I X - 1  M T X G  
NRC A?D=NRCAR D + l  H r X G  
W R I T E  OUTPUT T A P F  NRTAPE.  9 9 4 R M  T XG 
9966 F O R H A T (  6h 6 6 H P T X G  
9 9 4 8 1 K A T R I X = K A T R I  X t 1  MT XG 
4 h  Y T X 1 4 I M T X G  Y Y 4 8 2  
NRCAKD=N4CARD+ 1 P T X G  
W R I T E  OUTPUT T A P E  NRTAPE.  9 349H T X G  
9949 FORMAT 6C: 66HMT XG 
99491LATRIX=KATRIX-l H T X G  
93492 4H M T X  1 4 ) M T X G  
N R C A R D = N H C A R O t l  MTXG 
W R I T E  GUTPUT T A P E  N3TAPEr 9 9 0 0 ~ r  XG 
9 NRC ARDH T X G  
9900 F f l R M A T ( 6 H C  66HM T XG 
~ ~ O O ~ M O V E  D TO z ( A  TO w FOR FIRST P A S S  (AND INVERT A IF K ~ T R I X = ~ ) )  M T X G  
99002 4 H  M T X i 4 l M T X G  
NRC ARD= NRCAR O+ 1 H T X G  
W R I T E  OUTPUT T A P E  NRTbiPE . 9 950M T X G  
1 K A T R  1 X VKATR I X. K ATR 1 K p K A T R I  X M r X G  
2 th( RC ARDMTXG 
3950 F C R M A l (  6H 7HMTXG 
9 9 5 0 1 h A T R L X ( I i ’ ~  L i + , I i p l Q l i J : -  ‘ h ’ A T R I X I I 2 .  l H r I Z ,  1H) H T X G  
9950238H 4h H T X  I 4 ) M T X C  
1 9YRCAHDMTXG 






3 8  
39 
40 - 























4 7  \ 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/10/64 SHEET MTXS 3 
c I* /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW S h E E T  UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PRUGSAM PTXG 
c *SEPdRATE CASE K A T R I X = l  FOR INVERSION OF A ( S K I P  FORMING F e z )  MTXG 
40 CONTINUE MTXG 
NRCARD=NRCARD+l MTXG 
WRITE DCtlPClT TAPE NUTAPES 9 90 1M T XG 
9901 FORRATI6HC 66HHTXG 
99011CO?4PUTE F - C I A  AND Q=D-FB MT XG 
99012 4 H  M T X 1 4 ) M T X G  
DO 49 1 A T R I  X = L r L A T R I X  MTXG 
NRC ARD=NRCARO+ 1 HTXG 
Y R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPEV 9 9 5 1  MT XG 
1 , K A T R I X m I A T R I X  ISTXG 
9951 FORMAT ( 6ti 7HMTXG 
9 9 5 1 1 W A T R I X 4  129 1Hr12r 4H)=0- HTXG 
995125OH 4 H  MTX I Q I M T X G  
NRC ARD=NRCARD+ 1 PTXG 
U R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPEr  9 902P!TXG 
9902 FORMAT ( bHC 66HRT XG 
99021ACCUMULATE ONE ELERENT OF F=C/A HTXG 
99022 4 H  M T X I 4 ) M T X G  
DO 45 J A T R I X = l  r L A T R I  X HTXG 
NRCARO=NRCARD+l HTXG 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE? 9 9 5 2 M T X G  
l ~ K A T R I X ~ I A T K I X ~ K A T R I X ~ I A T R I X I J A T R I X ~ J A l R I X ~ I A T R I X  MTXG 
9952 FORMAT (6H 7HMTXG 
9 9 5 2 2 + W A T R I X (  1 2 ~ 1 H r I 2 *  1H) MTXG 
9952 3 1 OH 4 H  HTX I 4 ) M T X G  
45 CONTINUE HTXG 
N R C AR D= NR C AR O+ 1 HTXG 
U R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPEr  9 90 3MT XC 
9903 FORMAT(6HC 66HMTXG 
99031FORM Q=D-FB BY ACCUMULATION TO D MT XG 
99032 4H H T X 1 4 ) M T X G  
NRCARD=NRCARD+l MT XG 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NRTLQEI 9 9 53M TXG 
~ r K A T R I X ~ K A T R ~ X ~ ~ A T R I X . K A f R I X . K A T R I X ~ K A T R I X ~ I A T ~ I X ~ I A T R I X ~ K A T R I ~  MTXG 
9953 FORMAT f 6H 7HMTXG 
9 9 5 3 2 + V A T R I X ( 1 2 r l H r I 2 r l H )  MTXG 
9953310H 4 H  M I X  I 4 ) M T X G  
49 CONTINUE FOT XC 
39 I f ( 1 A T R I X )  909 51, 40MTXG 
1 9YKC4RDRlXG 
2 r N  XC ARDMTXG 
1 * Y RC Ai iDYT XG 
2 * V  HC ARDMTXG 
9 9 5 2 1 W A T R I X ( I Z r  1H*I2*1OH)= Y A T R I X I I 2 r  lH1121 9 H ) + V A T R I X ( I 2 r  1 H 1 1 2 9  9H)MTXG 
1 9 N RC AROM 1 XG 
2 r N  RC ARDMTXG 
9 9 5 3 1 U A T R I X ( I 2 .  1 H * I 2 * 1 O H ) =  WATRIX(12,  1Hr12r  9 H ) - W A T R I X ( I 2 r  1 H p I Z r  9H)MTXG 














7 9  
80 

































PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 / 1 0 / 6 4  SttEkT M T X C  4 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO BEGIN N E 4  SHEET UNOER A U T O - L I S T I N G  P?L)i;RAM H T X G  
51  C O N T I N U E  M T X G  
MTXG 
9 9 0 4 H T X G  
9904 FORNAT(6HC t 66HWT XG 
9 Y 0 4 L I N V E R T  0 ( I N V E R T  D=A FOQ K A T R I X = l )  MT XG 
4H M T X  I 4 ) P T X G  9 9 0 4 1 1  
KKTR I X= 1000 t K A T R I  X M T X G  
NRCARD=NRCARO+l HT XG 
W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NKTAPEI 9 954MT XG 
~ , K A T K I X ~ K A T R I X ~ K K T R I X T K K T ~ I X  MTXG 
9954 FORPAT f 6 H  l O H H T X G  
9 9 5 4 1 I F ( W A T R I X ( 1 2 r  lHv12r34H)) HT XS 
99542 159 ?HI 92 1 I SMTXG 
I 4 b  MTX 1 4 ) H T X G  9954 3 T 
NRC ARD=NRCARO+ 1 H l X G  
W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPEi  9 9 55H T XG 
MTXG 
9955 FORMAT( I59 8P M l X G  
Y Q 5 5 1 W A T R I X ( I 2 r  LHt12~12H)=L./WATRIX(I2r ? H v ” r  “ 4 ’  M T X G  
99 5 5 2 36H 4H M T X I 4 ) M T X G  
YRC ARD= NRC AR O+ 1 
WSITE OUTPUT TAPE NRIAPE, 
1 9NRCARDMTXG 
2 VYRC ARDHTXG 
1 TKKTWI  X pKATR I X 9 KATR I Xw K A T R I X I K A T R  I X 

























PROCHAM L I S T I N G  9/10/64 S H E E T  MTXG 
C / * I  S I G N A L  COHHEYT CnPD Ttl 3 F G I N  NEW SHFET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PP3CRAM WTXG 
YRCAKD=NRCAR D+ 1 P T X G  
WRITE OUTPUT T 4 P E  N H t A P E I  9 YObMTXG 
9306 F C R M A T I C F C  4 t H M T X G  
3 Q 0 4 L C O ~ P U T E  W=/A-YF AND FWZY Y AS T9AhSPOSE O f  X M T X G  
9906L 4t. Y T X I 4 ) M l X G  
NRC ARD=&RCARD+ 1 MTXG 
h ( T i E  9UTPUT TAPE N!?T&PE5 9 9 0 7 M T X G  
9907 f O S H A 1  f 6 t i C  4 6 6 H M l X C  
9 9 0 7 1 A C C U M U L A T E  -XF  I N T O  / A *  CNLY ALCNG AND ABOVE MAJOR D I A G O N & c  H T X G  
99072 4H TX I 4 ) H T X G  
td ?C A R D=&RC AH O+ 1 MTXG 
hRI TF OUTPUT TAPE '*-. * APF 7 9 908H 1 XG 
Y308 FORMAT ( 6HC 6 6 H P T X G  
9 9 9 R L C O % P L E T E  W B V  S Y M Y F T K Y  PT XG 
9Y082 1 H  M r X  I 4 ) M T X G  
DO 85 J A T R I X = f f i T L  T X 1 C T R I X  W l X G  
NKCAVD=VRCARD+~ MTXG 
UKI fE .  0C;TPlJT TAPE '1 '2TAPEV 9 3 5  7MTXG 
PIT XG 
9957 f GRPAT ( 6 C  7HHTXG 
1 .Ir RC AHDWT XG 
11 0 SP I A T R I X = l r L A T R I X  w x r i  
1 . V R C A R D X T X G  
1 Y SC ARDW TXG 
1 p I I T  I 1  .Y JATR 1 X I  I GT ' X 9 IAI S I Xs I d Tf .  1 X I  K A T 8  I XI KATR I X t J A T R I  X 
















1 7 0  





1 7 6  













FURMAT 16)! 7HMTXG 190 
MTXG 191 
4t-4 M T X I 4 ) M T X G  192 
H T X G  193 
M T X G  194 
9 9 0 9 W T X G  195 
FCRMAT(6HC *66HMTXG 197 
MTXG 191) 
4H M T X I 4 ) M T X G  199 
H T X G  200 
MTXG 202 
r V  RC AROMTXG 203 
pVdCARDWTXG it19 
rYRCARDblTXG 196 
9 9 5 9 M T X G  L O 1  - 
FCRMAT(  6H 7HHTXG 204 - 
MTXG 205 
4H H T X I 4 ) H T X G  L O 6  
WTXG LO7 
, 
PQUGRAM L I S T I N G  9 / 1 0 / 6 4  S H E t T  MTXG 5 
C /* /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER AUTO-LISTIYG P K C G R A V  MTXG 
C *SEPARATE CASE,  S K I P  T O  END OF LCf jP AFTEK I N V E A T I N G  A FOR K A r q I X = L  M T X G  
70 CONTINUE Y T X G  
NRCARO=NRCARD+l MTXG 
kRITE UUTPUr TAPE NRlAPEr 9 9 G 5 M T X G  
9905 F O R M A T ( 6 h C  t 6 6 H H T X G  
9 9 0 5 l C O H P U T E  X=-EZ BY T R A N S P O S I N G  Y=-ZF HT XG 
99052 4H M T X I 4 ) M T X G  
00 77  I A T S I X = l r L A T R I X  MTXG 
NRC A RD= NR C A R D+ 1 h T X G  
W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE, 9 9 5 6 H T X G  
l ~ I A T R I X ~ K A T R I X ~ K A T R I X ~ K A T R I X ~ K A T R I X ~ I A T R I X  MTXG 
9956 FORMAT ( 6 k  7HMT XG 
99562 4 H  YTX I 4 l M T X G  
77 C O N T I N U E  M T X G  
69 I F ( L A T R I X 1  8 9 ,  899 70MTXG 
1 *“IC ARDMTXG 
2 , \ !<CARDMTXG 
















1 5 3  
154 
155 
1 5 6  
PROGRAP L I S T I N G  9/10/64 SHEET P T X G  7 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEtT UNOER 
89 CONTINUE 
K K K R X X = l 1 0 0 + K A T R I X  
NRCASD=NRCARO+ 1 
M R l T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE, 
1 
- 9960 
9 9 6 0 1 L F t K A T R I X - N A T R I X )  
99602 
NRCARD=NRCARD+l  
W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE,  
1 v KKKRIX 
2 
9965 
996 5 1C ON T I NUE 
99652 
NRC ARD=NRCARD+l 
W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE, 
1 
9966 
9 9 6 6 1 S I G M A L  CONRENT CARD TO BEGIN NEW SHEET UNDER 
99662 
90 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1111 




9 9 6 0 H T X G  i12 
~ K K K R I X 1 N R C A R D H T X G  213 
FORMA1 t 6H 48HPlTXG 214 
I6,12H, 901 90MTXG 215 
4ii Y T X i 4 ; X T X G  216 
H T X G  217 
9 9 6 5 1 r T X G  218 
NTXG 219 
,NRCARDMTXG 220 
FORMAT( 151 6 7 H  MTXG 2 2 1  
V T X G  222 
4h M T X I 4 l H T X G  123 
MTXG 2 2 4  
9 9 6 6 H T X G  223 
F O Q M A T ( 6 H C  /* /  66HMTXG L27 
A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GRAH R l X G  2L8 




PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/10/64 SHEET V T X C  8 


















I C  
C 
C 









e191 STATEMENTS AND COMMENTS ARE GENERATED B Y  YONLGOP A C T I O N  H l X 6  233 
+NUMBER OF STATEMENTS A N D  COMMENTS GENERATED BY LOOP IS G I V E \  BY MTXG 234 
* ( Z * N * N * N  + 1 2 * N * N  +25*Y  - 9 1 / 3 ~  W H I C H  IS TABULATED BELOWI MTXG 235 


































































































































MTXG 2 3 9  
M T X G  240 
W T X G  241 
M t X G  L42 
HTXG L43 
MTXG 244 
M J X G  2 4 5  
H r X G  246 




MTXG 2 5 1  
PTXG 25L 
MTXG 253 
M T X G  254 
PVXG 255 
M T X G  256 
MTXG 2 5 7  





PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 / 1 0 / 6 4  SHEET PTXG 9 
/*f ',IGNAI. COMMENT C A 9 D  TO E E G I N  N E d  SHEET GNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  Pg3';RAP CTXG L63 
2 1 2 3  C G N T l N U E  CTXG 264 
H T X G  L65 
1124 DO 1125 Jsl.4 MTXG 267  
1125 C O N T I N U E  MTXG 269 
1126 NRCARD=XRCARD+ 1 MTXG 270 
DO 1127 Lsl.3 MTXG 2 7 1  
K=4- L HTXG 2 7 2  
MTXG 273 C A R O f K  ) = C A R D I K + 1 )  
1127 C A R D ( K + l ) - C A R D ( K + Z )  WTXG L74 
GO T O  I 1 1 3 1 9 1 1 3 O ~ 1 1 3 2 )  9 J W l X G  L 7 5  
1130 Y R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE.  BBOOMTXG 276 
CTXG 278 
1131 W R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPE. 8 d O l M l Y G  279 
GO TO 1111 CllTXG 281 
1132 W Q I T F  OUTPUT TAPE NRTAPEV 8 8 0 2 M T X G  282 
GO TO 1111 V T X G  Le4 
C * A D J U S T P E W  OF LnTOIPl TO EQUAL N A T R I X  AS R E A 0  ON F L A G  C A R D  
I F  I C A R D 1  21 -CLAG)  1140. 1124, 1 1 4 0 M T X G  266 
I F I CAR 0 ( 3 3 -f ARD t J 1 1 1125, 11269 1 1 2 5 M T X G  268 
1 1 3 0 1 . ( C A R D I  I ) ~ I = L ~ ~ ~ I T N A T Q I X ~ ( C A R D (  I ) . I = l 7 9 7 2 )  * \ 4 t A R D M T X G  277 
GO TO 1111 
l l 3 l l r 1 C A R D I I ) . I ~ l r 2 3 1 . N A T R I K I 1 C A R D (  119 1x27972) rY4CARUWTXG L80 
11321 s ( C A R D (  I 1 9 I = l t 2 3 )  .NATRI X t C A R D f 2 7  1 V N A T R I  X I  ( C A R D (  I )  9 1-31 9 7 2 )  vV2CARDYTKG Ld 3 
RBOO FORMAT1 1 3 A l r 1 3 . 5 6 A 1  r 4 H  M T X I 4 ) W T X G  L85  
8801 F O U M A T ( 2 3 A l i I 3 r 4 6 A l  r 4 H  M T X I 4 ) W T X G  286 
8802 F O R M A T I  2 3 A l r  I 3 r A l 9  I 3 i42A1  r 4 H  M T X 1 4 ) M T X G  L d 7  
1140 C O N T I N U E  H T X G  288 
PROGHAH L I S T I N G  9 / 1 0 / 6 4  S H E E T  MTXG 10 
C / * /  S I G N A L  COMMENr CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GRAM MTXG 289 




















F C D  








t N D  F I L E  NRTAPEMTXG 290 
UNLOAD NRT APEMTXG L91 
C A L L  SYSTEM MTXG 292 
HTXG 293 L N D  
L O A D  B A T C H  H T X G  294 
TRA P T X G  295 
5 DATA DECK F L A G  CARD MTXG 296 
JOB O O ~ S S ~ A S ~ P R O G R A M M E R I  ( B Y  0 )  S E P T 6 4 M T X G  297 
FOR HTXG 298 
*THE C U B I C  P O L Y N O M I A L  FOR I N V E R S I O N  T I M E  I N  TFRMS OF M A T R I X  CIROER. H r X G  300 
*FOR C E R T A I N  ORDERS N O t ? D E R = l t Z r 3 . . .  TO A P R E S C R I B E D  MAXIMUM COKDERIMTXG 301 
* I N V E R T  THE l P O S I T I V E  D E F I N I T E )  SYCMETRIC M A T R I X  D E F I N E D  AS F O L L U k S M T X G  303 
*A PHfSCRIBEO NUMBER NFRQCY OF T I M E S ,  I N T E R N A L L Y  MEASURING THE MT'XG 305 
.TOTAL D U R A T I O N  OF A L L  NFRQCY I N V E R S I O N S  FOR EACH NORDER. N T X G  306 
+FOR E A C H  NORDER A6OVE 3* U S E  L E A S T  SOUARES TO F I T  A C U B I C  TU THE MTXG 308 
*AND RECORD THE MAXIMUM ERROR (DEPARTURE FROM I D E N T I T Y  M A T R I X )  IrV H T X G  310 
+ P O S T M U L T I P L Y I N G  E A C H  L E A S T  SQUARES NORMAL M A T R I X  B Y  I T S  I N V t R S E ,  YTXG 3 1 1  
*SYMMETRIC M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  BY P A R T I T I O N *  WITH L E A S T  SQUARES F I T  OFMTXG L99 
+ E M I T T I N G  A L L  O R D E R S  NOROER NOT D I V I S I B L t  BY  A P R E S C R I B E D  I N T E R V ,  MTXG 302 
+ A I I I J )  5 S I N I ( I * J ) / N O R D E R I  + THE C I A S O N A L  M A T R I X  L ( I . 1 )  = N O R D E R + l P T X G  304 
*USING THE M A T R I X  I N V E R S I C N  PROGRAP FOR THE L F A S T  SQUARES F I T T I N G ,  MTXG 307 
* I N T E R N A L L Y  MEASUREO D U R A T I O N  T I M E S  FOR A L L  ORO€RS UP TO NDRDER? HTXG 3OY 
* F I N A L L Y *  P R I N T  A L L  DATA A P P L I C A B L E  T O  EACH NORDERV S P E C I F I C A L L Y -  M T X G  312 
+NORDER, TIME* C O E F F I C I E N T S  ( C U B ~ C , S Q U A R E ~ L I N E A R I C O N S T A ~ T ) r  ERROR9 MTXG 313 
* E M P L O Y I N G  ( F A K E D )  N E G A T I V E  T I M E  TC MARK I N I B I L I T Y  TO GET S O L U T I O N - M T X G  314 
D I M E N S I O N  C O E F F T ( 4 )  R T X G  315 
O I H E N S  I O N  WTDP OW( 4 1 MTXG 316 
D I M E N S L O N  POWERS(7)  MTXG 317 
* L N T D I t .  9 U S T  R E L A T E  TO SEVERAL DIMENSIONS 4ND L I M I T S  MOROER. M r X G  318 
+LMTDIH=100 MTXG 319 
*BOTH D I M E N S I O N S  E Q U A L  L M T D I H  MTXG 320 
D I M E N S I O N  W A T R I X t  100r100) MTXG 321 
O I M E N S I O N  V A T R 1 X ( 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 )  P T X G  322 
*ONE DIMENSIOM EQUAL T O  L R T O I M  MTXG 323 
D I M E N S I O N  DUHATNI  100) MTXG 324  
+DATA I N P U T  HTXG 325 
*READ THE PARAMETERS INTERV*MOROER,NFRQCV FROM A PUNCHED CARD MTXG 326 
* I N T E R V  FROM COLUMNS 11-15 ;N I N T E G E R  FORMAT, AND M T X C  327 
*MORDER FROM COLUMNS 16-20 IN I N T E G E R  FORMAT* AND MTXG 328 
*NFRCCY FROM COLUMNS 21-25 I N  I N T E G E R  FORMAT-  HTXG 329 1. 
4 F O R M A T l l O H  
READ 4r  
P R I N T  4, 
GO TO 110 
315) MTXG 330 
I N T E R V p  MORDER? YFRQCYMTXG 33A 
I N T E R V t  HOROERI VFRQCYFTXG 332 
MTXG 333 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 /10 /64  SHEET UTXG 11 
c SIGNAL COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW S H E f T  UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GRAM MTXG 334 
C * ( A A A B H H )  (WWYXOO) tIOO000) (WWCXOO) ( A A A E H H )  MTXG 336 
C * ( A A A B H H )  (WWWXOO) (010000) (YWWXOO) ( A A A B H H )  D E V E L O P  (1) AW+BY=IMTXG 337 
C I A A A B H t l )  o C WWWXOO 001 OOU)= ( YWWXOO 1 o ( AA ABHH ) T HE ( 2 )  AX+BZ=OMTXG 338 
C * (CCCD)m)  (YYYZUO) (000100) (YYYZOC) (CCCDHH) B A S I C  (31  YA+ZC=OMTXG 339  
C * ( H ) f M H )  (0000001 (000000) (OOCOOO) (HHHHHH 1 E Q U A T I O N S  ( 4 )  YB+ZO=IMTXG 340 
C * f H W ~ t i "  f : ~ G O O O O )  COOOQOO 1 I OOCflOC 1 ( HHtiHHH 1 MTXG 341 
C *THE SLASH ( / I *  USED AS A P R E F I X ,  HERE DENOTES I N V E R S I O N  MTXG 342 
C * D E F I N I N G  E = / A B  WTXG 343 
C AND F=C/A HTXG 344 
C * Y I E L D S  1 Z = / ( D - F B ) = / ( D - C E )  W E R E  SYMMETRY A P P L I E S  FOR MTXG 345 
C AND 2 Xz-EZ A.W ( A N D  FOR D , Z )  MTXG 346 
C AND 3 Vz-ZF A N 0  WHERE MUTUAL TRANSPOSES AREMTXG 347 
C * AND 4 W=/A-EY=/A-Xf ( B , C ) t ( E . F l r l X e Y l  MTXG 348 
C *HENCE THE C O M P U T A T I O N A L  PROCEOURE TO D E V E L O P  (WXYZ)  FROM (ABCD)  I S M T X G  349 
C *2. MOVE D T O  Z H T X G  351 
C *3. CORPUTE F=C/A AND STORE AT Y MTXG 352 
C *40 COMPUTE O s t / Z ) r W F B  AT 2 MTXG 353 
C *5-  INVERT z=/a IN PLACE MTXG 354 
C *5r COMPUTE X=-EZ MTXG 355 
C *7,  COMPUTE Y=/A-XF (COMPUTE ONE HALF,  COPY OTHER H A L F I M T X G  356 
C *80 COPY Y FROM X. WHENCE I U X Y Z )  IS / A  FOR N E X T  I T E R A T I O N  U T X 6  357 
C * R E S T R I C T  A L L  P A R T I T I O N S  0.Z T O  ORDER 1, MTXG 338 
C *,BE61N AND END W I T H  U A T R I X  VATRIX(- , - )  OF ORDER N A T R I X  MTXG 360 
C * E N 0  I N V E R S I O N  W I T H  M A T R I X  W A T R I X ( - r - I  OF ORDER N A T R I X  MTXG 361 
C * S Y U W E T R I C  U A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  BY P A R T I T I O N ,  BY NONLOOPING PROGRAHMINGMTXG 335 
C * l a  I N I T I A L L Y  C O W U T E  / A  FROM A, AND THEN R E C U R S I V E L Y  USE S T E P S  2-RMTXG 350 
C * I N C R E A S I N G  ORDER OF AWW B Y  1 FUR E A C H  R E C U R S I V E  USE OF S T E P S  2-8. WTXG 359 
c / t i  SIGKAL COMMENT C A R D  T O  BEGIN NEW s t i t t i  UNOER AUTO-CISTIRG P K I G R A P  H r x G  
C .MAIN LOOP - EXECUTE rd TIMES, A C V A ~ C I Y G  INDFX K A T R I X  B Y  I H T X G  11 C O N T I N U E  M T X G  
IF ( N A T R I  X )  929 927 Z R W T X G  
2 H  K A T R I X = O  M T X G  
C *flBS:RVE K A T R I X  IS ORDER OF IABCG),(AXYZ), L A T Q I X  IS ORPF9 OF A,k M T X G  
F F F  LOOP FLAG M T X G  
90 CONTINUE Y T X G  
GO Ti) t 127,  1 7 0 ) .  ISWTCH M T X G  
C *ALAR?(S M T X G  
92  DUKATN(NORDER)=-l- MT XG 
V T X G  
f +END OF M A I N  LOOP Y T X G  
13G* 2109 Z l O M T X G  IF4  ISWTCH-2) 









3 7 0  
371 
3 72 
3 7 3  
3 7 4  
3 7 5  
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 / 1 0 / 6 4  S H E E r  M T X G  13 
c I * /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TG BEGIN NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PQ3GRAP MTXG 376 
110 C C N T I N U E  
C * P R I N C I P A L  I T E R A T i V E  LOOP ON NORDER=l r2 ,3 - .~HORDER 
00 222 NORDER=l rHORDER 
TORDER=NORDER 
C + C L E A R  D U R A T N  T A B L E  AND S E T  ERRCS RECORD = 0. 
E RRDR=O 
G U R A T N t  NOROER)=-TORDER 
C * S K I P  C A S E S  FOR WHICH NORDER IS NOT D I V I S I B L E  B Y  I N T E Q V  
IF(NORDER-(NORDER/INTERV)+INT~R~) 2 2 2 .  
115 DURATN(NORDEH)=O. 
C *CREATE A ( 1 r J )  
00 119 IORDER=l  rNOSDER 




V A T R I X ( I O R D E R ~ J U R D E R I = S I N F ( V A T R I X ( I O R D E K , J O ~ D E R ) / T O ~ D E R )  
I F ( I 0 R D E R - J O R O E R )  119, 118, 
118 V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R ~ ~ V A T ~ I X ~ I C R O E R , J O R D E R ~ + T ~ R D E R + l ~  
119 V A T R I X t  J O R D E R r I O R D E R ) = V A T R I X (  IGRDER. JORUER)  
C + I N V E R S I O N  L O O P  SETUP 
NATKI  X=NORDER 
I SWTCH= 1 
TIHEON=CLOCKF(DUWMY) 
C *CLOCK ON I N T E R R O G A T E  CLOCK HERE 
C +LOOP MFRQCY I T E R A T I O N S  
DO 127 N I T R T N = l , N F R Q C Y  
GO T O  11 
127 C O N T I N U E  
C *CLOCK O F F  I NTERRCGATE CLOCK HERE 
C +COMPUTE D U R A T I O N  OURATN(N0RDER)  = CLOCK SPAN 
TIMEUP=CLOCKF(DUMMY) 
DURATN(NORDER)=TIMEUP-TIMEON 
M T X G  377 
n T X G  370 
MTXG 379 
P T X G  380 
WTXG 381 
WTXG 382 
K T X G  3B3 
WTXG 384 
2 2 2 M T X G  385 
MTXG 386 
MTXG 387 
H T X G  388 
H T X G  389 
K T X G  390 
MTXG 391 
H T X G  392 
1 1 9 M T X G  393 
H T X G  394 
MTXG 395 
MTXG 396 
H T X G  397 
WTXC 348 





H T X G  404 
MTXG 405 
MTXG 406 
M T X G  407 
MTXG 408 
PRDGH4M L I S T I N G  9/10/64 S H E E T  MTXG 14 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD T O  B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PH3GSAM H T X G  409 - 
C * L E A S T  SQUARES COMPUTATION. MTXG 410 
C *DENOTE S ( K )  = SUM OF (tI**K) 9 OVER I = ORDERS EYPLOYEOHTXG 411 
C *AND T ( K )  = SUM OF ( ( I * * K ) * ( C U R I T N : I ! k F  CVFR I = OROERS EMPLOYEDMTXG 412 - 
C * A N 0  C U B I C  = A ( 3 ) * ( X * * 3 )  + A ( 2 t + t X * + ? )  + I!P)*X + A ( 0 )  kHERE THE MTXG 413 , 
C * V A R I A B L E  X DENOTES D U R A T I O N -  MTXG 414 
C *SOLVE ( S I 0 1  S ( 1 )  S ( 2 )  S(3)) ( b ( O l )  ( T ( 0 )  1 M T X G  415 
C * T H I S  ( S ( 1 )  S 1 2 )  S(3) S ( 4 1 )  * CSli)) = ( T t L I J  MTXG 416 
C * M A T R I X  ( S ( 2 )  SI31 S ( 4 )  S ( 5 ) )  ' A I 2 1 1  I T ( 2 1  1 M T X G  417 
C +STSTEM ( S ( 3 )  S ( 4 1  S ( 5 1  S ( 6 ) 1  ( & . ( 3 ) )  ( T ( 3 ) )  MTXG 618 
C *CREATE NORMAL M A T R I X  AND VECTOR AND CLECh C O E F F I C I E N T  VFCTCQ MTXG 419 
130 DO 1 3 3  I U R O E R = l r 7  MTXG 420 
131 WTDPOW(IORDER)=O- MTXG 422 '  
COEFFT( IOROER)=O.  M T X G  423 
133 POWERS( IORDER)=O-  MTXG 424 
C *USE KORDER TO COUNT V A L I D  OATA C A S E S  MTXG 425 
KORDER=O MTXG 426 
DO 159 I O R D E R = l r N O R D E R  MTXG 427 
C * S K I P  I R R E L E V A N T  C A S E S  ( D U R A T N ( 1 P R C E R I  R:TGATIVE) H T X G  428 
142 KORDER=KORDER+l MTXG 430 
C *DENOTE POWROR = POWERS OF OROER V I I R I A R L I -  IOROER HTXG 431 
POk RCR= 1 * MTXG 432 
I F (  I O R D E R - 4 )  1319 131, 1 3 3 H T X G  421 
I F ( D U K A T N ( 1 C l R D E R J  I 159, 1421 1 4 2 M T X G  429 
C + S C A L E  ( N O R M A L 1 Z t )  I N D E P E N D E N T  T I C '  L f * l f A B L E  BY DIVISION BY NOKDER-MTXG 433 
XOR D€R= I ORDER 
YORDER=NORDER 
X 0 R D E R = X 0 R DE R / Y C- R D E R 
00 158 JORDER-1.7 
I F (  JORDER-11 222 ? 
152 POWRDR=POWRDR*XORDER 
153 IF( JORDER-4) 1549 
154 WTDPOW{ JORDER )=WTOPOW (JORDER 1.t V ( 1 t ~ c ' t ' ~ ~ ~  *!lUWATN{ I G R D E R )  
158 POWERS( JOROER )=POWERS ( J O R D € R  )+b'Gk)c~It: 
159 C O N T I N U E  
C *SKIP CASES WITH LESS THAN 4 DaTa F~ . !YQ J '  
I F ( F O R D E R - 4 1  210, 
161 00 ;4B I O R O E R = l r 4  
00 168 J O R D E R = l p I O R D E R  
VATR I X IORDERp JORDER)=POWERS (YCRDE'Q-. !. i 
KORDER=IORDER+JORDEh 
168 V A T R I X (  JORDERr I O R D E R ) = V A T R I X ( I O R O F 8 r  JLW~JER) 
C * I N V E R T  NORMAL M A T R I X  
N A T R I X = 4  
I S W T C H t 2  
GO T O  11 














1 6 l M T X G  445 
MTXG 447 6 . 
MTXC 4 4 8 -  
MTXG 449 
MTXG 450  , 
MTXG 451 
MTXG 452 
MTXG 453 - 
MTXG 454 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 / 1 0 / 6 4  S H E E T  C T X C  15 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEk SHEET UNDER AUTO-LISTING PR3GRAH MTXG 455 
170 CONTINUE PTXG 456 
C + O B T ~ X N  COEFFICIENTS AND WEASURE ERROR MTXG 457 
C *NORMALIZE THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  TO REPRESENT DATA FOR NFRQCY = 1 HTXG 459 
ZOROER=NFRQCY HTXG 460 
00 200 iURO€R=l,4 HTXG 461 
LORDER=S-IOSD€R MTXG 462 
DO 193 J O R D E R = l r 4  MTXG 463 
XORDERsO- WTXG 464 
DO 193 KOROER=lr4 PITXG 465 
193 X O R D E R ~ X U R D E R + V A T R ~ X ~ I ~ R ~ E R ~ K O R D E R ~ + U A T R I X ~ K O R D E R ~ J O R ~ E ~ ~  MTXG 466 
HTXG 468 195 XURDER~XURDER-1, 
196 XORDER=hBSF{XORDER) PTXG 469 
HTXG 471 198 ERROR-XORDER 
199 C O E F F T t  L O R D E R ) s C O E F f T (  LORDERI+WATRIX(IOROER~JORDER) HTXG 472 
199 i *WTDPOW ( JORDER ) HTXG 473 
1992 /ZORCER HTXG 474 
200 ZORDER==ZURDfR*YORDER WTXG 475 
C +PRINT t lTXG 476 
201 FORMAT(1OH 7FlS-9) MTXG 477 
C *,DESCALE THE TIHE V A R I A B L E  BY O I V I C I N G  THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  BY NOQDER- MTXG 458 
IF(IOROER-30RDERI 196. 195. 196MTXG 467 
IF(ERR0R-XOROER) 198. 199. 199MTXG 470 
210 P R I N T  201- TOWER+ DURATN(NORDER). ( C O E F F T f  I), 1~1.4). ERROR HTXG 478' 
C *END OF PRXNCIPAL ITERATIVE LOOP MTXG 479 
222 CONTINUE MTXG 480 
C A L L  SYSTEM HTXG 481 
END HTXG 482 
P R O L J $ !  L I S T I N \  9/10/64 S H E E l  P T X G  16 
C /+/ S I G N A L  COMMENl C A R 0  T O  B E G I N  NEW SHEET LlhlOER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GQAM MTXG 4 8 3  
REMARK THE CLCCK I N T E R R O G A T I C N  PROGRAM 1 3  LOAPED HERt V T X G  485 
MTXG 486  TR A 
DATA 1 5 5000 M T X G  487 
M T X G  4 8 8  REPARK ENG OF RUN 
F EhD OF ChTA F L 6 G  MTXG 489 
SPACF P T X G  490 
SPACE H T X G  491 
REMARK TAP€ 5 r+AS BEEN UNLOADED H T X G  492 
REMARK SLFASE ‘IEMOVE. THEN PUNCk.  THEN SAVE Tki’E 5 MTXG 4Y3 
SPACE M T X G  434 
REMARK THEY PUSH START TO T E R M I N A T E  T b - 5  JOB ’ F I E  CALL N E X T  JOB M T X G  495  
SPACE MTXG 496 
SPACE P T X G  497 
PAUSE MTXG 498 
REMARK END OF QUN MTXG 499 
LOAD BATCH M T X G  4n4 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 / 1 1 / 6 4  S H E E T  MTX 
C I * /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PWIGRAW MTX 
Joa O O ~ ~ ~ . A S . P R O G R A Y M E R I  ( B Y  0 )  S E P T 6 4 M T X  
F E R  WTX 
- c  * S Y M R E T R I C  M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  B Y  P A R T I T I O N I  Y I T H  L E A S T  SQUARES F I T  OFMTX 
C *THE C U B I C  P O L Y N O M I A L  FOR I N V E R S I O N  T I M E  I N  TERMS OF M A T R I X  ORDER- M T X  
C *FOR C E R T A I N  ORDERS N O R D E R = l ~ Z . 3 * * o  TO A P R E S C R I B E D  P A X I M U R  HORDER.MTX 
- c  * O Y I T T J N G  A L L  ORDERS NORDER NOT D I V I S I 6 L E  B Y  A P R E S C R I B E D  I N T E R V .  MTX 
c *.INVERT W E  lPOSITIVE DEFIIYITE) SYWMETRIC M A T R I X  OEFIIOEO AS F O L L O k S M T X  
C * A ( I . J )  = S I N ( ( I * J ) / N O R D E R )  + TWE C I A G O N A L  M A T R I X  L(1. I )  N C R D E R + l H T X  
C +A P R E S C R I B E D  NUMBER NFRQCY OF TIMES. I N l E R N A L L Y  M E A S U R I N G  THE M T X  
C * T O T A L  D U R A T I O N  OF A L L  NFRQCY I N V E R S I O N S  FOR EACH NORDER- ) r l l  x 
C + U S I N G  THE M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  PROGRAM FOR T H E  L E A S T  SQUARES F I T T I Y G I  MTX 
C *FOR E A C h  NORDER ABOVE 3. USE L E A S T  SQUARES TO F I T  A CUbIC T U  THE MTX 
C + I N T E R N A L L Y  MEASURED D U R A T I O N  T I M E S  FUR A L L  ORDERS UP T O  NORGER. M T X  
C *AND RECORD THE MAXIMUM ERROR (DEPARTURE FROM I D E N T I T Y  M A T R I X )  I N  MTX 
C * P O S T W U L T I P L Y I Y G  E A C H  L E A S T  SQUARES NORMAL M A T R I X  BY I T S  I N V E a  SE WTX 
C + F I N A L L Y .  P R I N T  A L L  D A T A  A P P L I C A B L E  TO EACH NORDER, S P E C I F I C A L L Y -  MTX 
C + W R D E R .  T I M E ,  C O E F F I C I E N T S  (CUBIC.SQUARE.LINEAR,CONSTANT). ERROR, M l X  
C * E H P L O Y I N G  ( F A K E D )  N E G A T I V E  TIME TC MARK I N A B I L I T Y  TO GET S O L U T I O N . M l X  
D I M E N S I O N  C O E F F T ( 4 )  MTX 
D I M E N S I  ON WTDPOLT( 4 1 PlTX 
D I M E N S I O N  PilWERS(7) H T X  
C * L P T D I M  MUST R E L A T E  TO S E V f R A l  OICIENSIONS AND L I M I T S  HOROERo MTX 
C *LMTDIW= 5 MTX 
C *BOTH D I M E N S I O N S  E Q U A L  L M T D I  M MTX 
D I M E N S I O N  W A T R I X (  5. SI MTX 
DIMENSION V A T R I X t  5. 5) MTX 
C +ONE D I P E N S I O N  EQUAL TO L M T D I M  H T X  
DIMENSION DURATEI4 5) MTX 
C *DATA INPUT HT x 
C +READ THE PARAMETERS I N T E R V ,  H O R D E R ~ N F R Q C Y  FROM A PUNCHED CARD H T X  
C + I N T E R V  FROM COLUMNS 11-15 I N  I N T E G E R  FORMAT, AND P T X  
C +VORDER FROM COLUMNS 16-20 I N  I N T E G E R  FORMAT. AND H T X  
C *NFRGCY FROM COLUMNS 21-25 I N I N T E G E R  FORMAT - MTX 
4 F O R E A T ( 1 0 H  315) MTX 
READ 4.  I Y T E R V .  MORDER. VFRUCYHTX 
P R I N T  4. I N T E R V .  MORDER, NFRQCYMTX 








































PROGRAM LISTING 9 / 1 1 / 6 4  S H E E T  MTX 




























*SYMMETI I C  M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  B Y  P A R T I T ~ O N I  B Y  NONLOOPING PHCGRAMM i N G M T X  
( AAAPhb.  1 ( W W  d X O 0 )  t I OOOOC) ( WbWXOO 1 ( AAABHH I V l X  
*(AAAPHI.o (hrWWXO0) (010000) ( W W W X O G I  ( A A A B H H I  DEVELOP ( A I  AH+BY=IMTX 
* ~ A A A P ~ ' H ~ ~ ~ W W W X O O ~ ~ ~ O ~ I O O O ~ , ( A A A B H H I  THE ( 2 )  AX+t3i!=UWlX 
+ (CCCDPH)  (YYYZOO)  (OOOIOC) ( Y Y Y Z O C I  (CCCOHHJ RASIC ( 3 )  YA+ZC=OMTX 
(HHH111HH 1 (000000) ( OUOOflC) (OOOOUC I ( HHHHHH 1 EQUAT I GNS ( 4 I Y B + Z  D-I MTX 
.(HHHYHYl ( O ~ O O U O )  (000000) (OOCOOG)  (HHHHHH) M T X  
.THE S L E S h  ( / ) e  U S E 0  AS A P R E F I X ?  b E R E  DENOTES I N V E R S I O I J  M l X  
*DEFINING f=/M P T X  
AND F=C/A P T X  
*Y IEL OS 1 Z = /  I D-FB I = /  t D-CE 1 WHERE SYMMETRY API 'LI tS F O R  MTX 
AND 2 Xz-EZ AvW (AND FOR DpZ) MTX 
AND 3 Y=-ZF AND WHERE MUTUAL TRANSPOSES AHEMTX 
+ AND 4 w=/A-EY=/A-XF ( B ? C ) r l E , f ) ? ( X ? Y I  M T X  
W E N C F  THE- COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDUR€ T O  DEVELOP (WXYL)  FROF? ( A 6 C D )  I S M T X  
+ I -  I F t I T I 4 L L Y  COMPUTE / A  FROM A ,  AN0  THEN R E C U R S I V E L Y  U S E  S T E P S  2-RMTX 
e2. MOLE C T O  Z MTX 
44. COMPUTE Q=( /Z )=D-FB A T  2 MTX 
r5- I N J E R T  Z = / Q  I N  P L A C E  M T X  
+6. CCIYPUTE X=-EL MT X 
* T I  COPPUTE Ws/A-XF (COMPUTE ONE HALF, COPY OTHER H A L F I H T X  
*e, c o n  Y FIJH x t  YHENCE ( W X Y Z ;  IS / A  FOR NEXT ITERATIO\ MTX 
+ R E S T R I C T  ALL PAPTITIONS D e 2  T O  Q R C E R  l r  H T X  
r 6 E G I N  AND END W I T H  M A T R I X  V A T R I X ( - , - I  OF ORDER Y A T R I X  MTX 
+END I \ \YEHSIUN W I T H  M A T R I X  W A T R I ' ( - ? - )  OF O R D E ' I  N A T R I X  MT X 
*3.  cowbrc  F = C / A  AND sroRF AT Y H r x  
* I N C R F B S I N G  OSDER OF A v Y  B Y  1 FfJ*' EACH R E C U R S I V E  U S E  Of S T F P S  2-d. M T X  
2 
39 
4 0  
41  
4 3  
44 





5 0  
5 1  
52 
53 
5 6  
55  
5 6  








6 5  
66 
42 - 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/11/64 SHEET P T X  
C / * I  S I G N A L  COMffENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GRAM M T X  
11 C O N T I N U E  M T X  
C + C A I N  LOOP - EXECUTE N TIIWESV ACVANCING INDEX KATRlX  BY 1 M T X  
IFIYATRIX) 92- 92r 28MTX 
*OBSERVE KATRIX I S  ORDER Cf ~ABCD)V[WXYZ)- L A T R I X  IS ORDER OF A r W  WTX 
28 KATRIK=O H T X  
K A T R I X = K A T R I X + l  PIT X 
LATRLX=KAfRlX-l M T X  
G *HOVE 0 TO 2 ( 4  Trj W FOR FIRST PASS (AND I N V E R T  A I F  K A T Q I X - 1 1  3 M T K  
W A T R I X I  1, I ) =  V b T R I X I  1. 11 MTX 
M T X  C * I N V E R T  4 ( I N V E R T  D=A FOR K A T R I X = l )  
I f f k A T R I X t  l r  1)) lOOlt 92, l O O l H T X  
1001 M A T R I X (  1. l)=l./WATRIX( 1, 1) M T X  
I F t K A T R I X - N A T R I X I  1101, 909 9DHTX 
M T X  1101 CUNTINUE 
C 
3 
6 7  













8 1  
PRCIGKAM LISTING 9 / 1 1 / 6 4  S Y E t T  M T X  4 
C /*/ SIGF’AL COlrHENT CARD T t l  H E G I N  NEW S H E E T  UNDER A U T O - L I S I I N G  PQOGRAM N T x  
KATP 1 Y - Y A T R I  X + l  M T X  
LATR I X=KbTR I X-1 H T X  
k A T R I I t  2 ,  2 ) =  V A T R I X l  L, 2) MT X 
k A T R l Y (  2 ,  l ) = O -  t 4 T X  
c +WOVk 3 TI1 Z ( A  113 W FOR F I R S T  P A S S  ( A V D  I N V E R T  A I F  K A T z ? I X = l ) )  urx 
C + cou P u  r t F=C A A , J O  Q= 11-F 8 Y T X  
r. +ACCUMULATE UNF L L F M k Y T  (1F F=C/A Y T X  
WATRIk ‘  2, l)= w A T R f X (  7 9  l ) + \ j b - R I X I  2, l ) * W A T R I X (  I t  I )  P T X  
c +FORC C-tD-FB BY ACCUMULATION TCI 1) V T  x 
W A T R I X !  2, 2)= h A T R I X (  2, 2 ) - k b i ? I X (  2, L)+VATHIX( 1 9  2) M T X  
C * I N V E R T  Q ( I N V E R T  D=A FOR K A T 4 i X z l )  R T X  
I F ( W A J R l X 1  21 2 ) )  1002, 92 ,  1 0 0 2 M T X  
1002 & A T H I X I  2 9  2 1 = 1 . / W A T R I X (  2, 2 )  C T X  
c +COMPIJTE X=-EZ P Y  T R A N S P P S I V G  Y=-ZF M rx 
U A T R f Y t  1, Z)=-kATRIXI 2, Z ) * Y A T R I X (  2, 1)  M T X  
t *COMPIITf k / A - X F  t N P  FORM Y A S  T R b N S P q S E  OF X b!rx 
C *ACCUHllLATE - X F  I N T O  / A ,  G Y L Y  ALGWG AND ABOVE M A J O R  DIAGOhtAL M T X  
C * c o w L E r E  w B Y  s Y n M E r w  M T X  
k A T R I X (  1 1  1 ) =  k A T R I K l  1, ~ ) - w ’ M T P L X (  1. 2 ) + W A l R l X (  2. 1 )  M T X  
W A T R I X (  1, l ) =  k A T * l X I  l r  1 )  MT X 
C +TQANSCOSE O N E  ELE??t -P iT  OF X TO Y IUTX 
h A l R I X (  2, 1 ) =  kATRIXl l r  2) U T X  
IF I K P l R 1  X-NATR I Y 1 1102p 909 9 0 M T X  
1102 C C N T I N t l E  P T X  
82 
83  - 
84 
8 5  
86 






9 3  
94 
9 5  
96 










PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/11/64 S t E t T  HTX 
C /* I  S I G N A L  COMMENT C A R D  TO BEGIN NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAP M T X  
K A T R I X = K A T R I X + l  PTX 
L A T R I X = K A T R I X - l  M T X  
c *WOVE 0 TU 2 ( A  TD FQR FIRST PASS (AND INVERT A I F  K A T R I X = 1 ) )  M T X  
M A T R I X 4  39 3)=  V A T R I X l  31 3 )  PTX 
- c  *COMPUTE f = W A  AND Q=D-PB H T X  
M A T R I X (  3t lf=O- H T X  
C * A C C U V U l A T E  ONE f L E M E N T  Of- F=C/b MT X 
W A f R I X 4  39 1)s W A T R I X !  39 l ) + V A T R I X f  39 1 ) * Y A T R I X (  1 9  I )  nix 
U A T R I X (  39 111 W A T R I X t  3 t  l ) + V A T R I X (  3. Z ) * M A T R I K (  2 ,  1 J  M T X  
C *FORM Q=D-FB BY A C C U M U L A T I O N  1D 0 nrx 
W A T R I X t  3t 3 ) =  W A T R I X I  31 3 l - U A T R I X (  3 p  l ) * V A l R I X (  l r  3J M T X  
W A T R X X I  3t 2 1 4 -  M T X  
C * A C C U M U L A T E  ONE E L W E N T  OF F=C/A WTX 
M A T R I X 4  3t 21. W A T R I X t  3. 2 ) + V b l R I X (  3.  l ) * W A T R I X (  1 9  2 )  M T X  
k A T K I X I  3 t  21.. W A f R l X I  3t 2 ) + V A T R I X t  39 2 ) * k A T R I X (  29 2) H T X  
C *FORM Q=D-FB BY A C C U H U t A T I O N  TO 0 HT X 
W A T R I X I  3t 3)=  k A T R I X I  3. 3 ) - W A T R I X (  39 2 ) * V A T R I X (  2, 3) M T X  
C * I N V E R T  P ( I N V E R T  D=A F O R  KATRIX-1 )  M T X  
1903 W A T R I X !  39 3)=1-/WATRIXI 3 t  3 )  W T X  
C *COMPUTE X=-EZ 6 V  TRANSPOSING Yr-ZF M T X  
M A T R I X (  1. 3 ) = - Y A T R I X I  3 t  3 ) W A T R I X f  3 t  1) M T X  
M A T R I X (  21 3)=-WATR3X( 3 p  3IWdTRIX4 3t 2) H T X  
C *COMPUTE @=/A-XF AND FORM Y AS TRANSPOSE OF X M T X  
C * A C C U M U L A T E  - X F  I N T O  / A t  ONLY ALONG AND ABOVE MAJOR D I A G G N A L  ClTX 
C * C O M P L E T E  Y B Y  SYMMETRY M T X  
M A T R I X (  I t  1)= M A T R I X 4  I t  l ) - W L T R I X I  1. 3 ) * U A T R I X (  3 -  1) N T X  
W A T R I X I  I t  1 ) ~  W A T R I X f  l r  1) MT X 
M A T R I X 1  1. 2)- W A T R I X l  I t  2 ) - C I / L T R I X (  1. 3 ) + W A T R I X (  3. 2 )  M T X  
W A T R I X f  29 1)= kATRIX1 1 9  2 )  H T X  
C *TRANSCOSE ONE ELEMENT OF X TO Y M T X  
k A T R I X I  39 1)- M A T R I X (  11 3) H T X  
C * A C C U M U L A T E  -XF I Y T D  / A t  O N L Y  ALOYG AND ABOVE MAJOR DIAGONAL M 1 X  
C * C O M P L F T E  Y B Y  SYMMETRY M T X  
M A T R I X (  21 2)= W A T R I X t  2s 2 ) - W A T R I X (  21 3 J * C I A T R I X I  31 2) H T X  
M A T R I X (  2. 2)= M A T R I X (  2 .  2 )  HTX 
C * T R A N S P O S E  ONE ELEWEMT OF X TO Y M l X  
W A T R I X l  3t 2)= W A T R I X (  2 t  3 )  M T X  
1103 C O N T I N U E  # T  X 
I F t W A T R I X (  3 1  3 ) )  1003. 92r 1 0 0 3 M T X  












































PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/11/64 S H E E T  M T X  6 4  
C I + /  S I L N A L  COMMENT CARD T O  B E G I N  NEW S h f E T  UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM M T X  148 
K A T R I X = K A T R I X + l  M T X  149 
L A T R I X X Y A T R I X - 1  M T X  150 
C +HOVE 0 TO Z ( A  TO W F O R  F I R S T  P A S S  ( A N D  I N V E R T  A I F  K A l R I X = l ) )  M T X  1 5 1  
W A T R I X t  4 9  4 1 %  V A T R I X t  49 4 )  M T X  152 
C *COMPUTE F=C/A  AND O=D-FB 
C *ACCUMULATE ONE € L E M E N T  O F  F = C / A  
W A T R I X t  49 l)=O- 
W A T R I X (  49 1)= H A T R I X (  49 l ) + V A T R I X (  49 1 1 + M A T R I X (  1 s  1) 
M A T R I X (  4 9  1)= M A T R I X (  4 9  l ) + V A T R I X (  49 2 ) + W A T R I X (  29 1) 
M A T R I X (  4 9  ll= W A T R I X f  49 l ) + V A T R I X I  49 3 ) * M A T R I X (  39 1)  
W A T R I X (  49 4)= M A T R I X (  49 4 ) - W A T R I X (  49 l ) * V A T R I X (  1 9  4 )  
W A T R I X t  49 21500 
C +FOHN Q=D-FB BY A C C U M U L A T I O N  T O  0 
C *ACCUMULATE ONE E L E M E N 1  O F  F = C / A  
k A T R I X (  49 2)- k A T R I X l  4, 2 ) + V A T R I X (  41 l ) * M A T R I X (  1 9  2) 
M A T R I X (  49 2)= W 4 T R I X (  49 2 ) + V A T R I X (  49 2 ) * W A T R I X (  29 2 )  
M A T R I X (  49 2 ) =  k A T R I X (  4 9  2 ) + V A T R I X (  49 3 ) + W A T R I X (  39 2 )  
C +FORM Q s D - F B  BY A C C U M U L A T I O N  T O  D 
W A T R I X !  4 9  4 )= M A T R I X (  4 9  4 ) - W A T R I X (  49 2 ) + V A T R I X (  2 9  4)  
M A T R I X (  49 31=0- 
W A T R I X (  4 9  3)= W A T R I X f  49 3 ) + V A T R I X (  4 9  l ) * W A T R I X (  I t  3 )  
M A T R I X (  4, 3 ) s  W A T R I X I  49 3 ) + V A T R I X (  49 Z ) + W A T R I X (  29 3) 
W A T R I X (  4 9  3 ) =  L t A T R I X (  49 3 ) + V A T R I X (  49 3 ) * , W A T R I X (  39 3 )  
C *ACCUMULATE ONE E L E M E N T  O F  F = C / A  
C *FORM OtD-FB BY A C C U M U L A T I O N  T O  0 
C . INVEST Q ( I N V E R T  D=A F O R  K A T R I X = l )  
W A T R I X t  4 9  4)= W A T R I X t  49 4 ) - W A T R I X (  4 9  3 ) * V A T R I X (  39 4 )  
I F ( W A T R 1 X I  4 9  4)) 1004. 929 












.COMPUTE X=-EZ B Y  T R A N S P O S I N G  Y=-ZF 
W A T R I X t  1 9  4 ) = - W A T R I X (  49 4 ) * W A T R I X (  4 9  1) 
W A T R I X t  2 9  4 l = - W A T R I X (  49 4 ) + H A T R I X (  49 2 )  
k A T R I X (  39 4 ) = - W A T R I X (  4 9  4 ) + W A T R I X (  49 3 )  
*CCINPUTE W=/A-XF AND FORM Y A S  TRANSPOSE O F  X 
*ACCUMULATE - X F  I N T O  /A, O N L Y  ALONG AND ABOVE MAJOR D I A G O N A L  
+COMPLETE W B Y  SYMMETRY 
W A T R I X I  1, 1 ) s  W A T R I X (  1, l ) - W A T R I X (  1 9  4 ) + W A T R I X (  49 1) 
W A T R I X t  1 9  1)= k A T R I X (  l r  1) 
M A T R I X (  1, 21.. W A T R I X f  1 9  2 ) - W A T R I X (  1 9  4 I * W A T R I X (  49 2) 
W A T R I X I  29 1)=  W A T R I X I  1 9  2 )  
W A T R I X L  1 9  3 ) =  M A T R I X (  1 9  3 ) - W A T R I X (  I t  4 ) + W A T R I X (  4 9  3) 
M A T R I X 4  3, 1)= W A T R I X l  1 9  3 )  
* T R A N S P C S E  ONE E L E M E N T  OF X T O  Y 
M A T R I X (  4 9  1 ) =  W A T R I X t  1, 4)  
+ACCUMULATE - X F  I N T O  / A t  O Y L Y  ALONG AND AOOVE MAJOR D I A G O N A L  
+COMPLETE W B Y  SYMMETRY 
W A T R I X t  2, 2 ) =  W A T R I X (  29 Z ) - W A T R I X (  21 4 ) * M A T R I X (  49 2 )  
W A T R I X I  29 2 ) =  W A T R I X (  21 2 )  
W A T R I X (  29 3)= M A T R I X (  29 3 ) - W A T R I X (  29 4 ) * W A T R I X (  49 3 )  
M A T R I X (  39 2 ) -  W A T R I X l  29 3 )  
M A T R I X (  4 9  2 b  M A T R I X (  29 4) 
* T R A N S P O S E  O N E  E L E M E N T  O F  X T O  Y 
+ACCUMULATE - X F  I N T O  / A 9  O N L Y  ALONG AND ABOVE MAJOR D I A G O N A L  
+ C O M P L E T E  W B Y  SYMMETRY 
M A T R I X (  3 9  3 ) =  M A T R I X (  3, 3 1 - W A T R I X t  39 4 ) + W A T R I X (  4, 3) 
M A T R I X (  3 9  3 ) -  W A T R I X f  39 3 )  
W A T R I X I  49 31s M A T R I X (  39 41 
I F I K A T R I X - N A T R I X )  11049 909 
+ T R A N S P O S E  O M  E L E M E N T  O F  X T O  Y 
1104 C O N T I N U E  
M T X  
H T X  
M T X  
H T X  
nrx 
H T X  
M T X  
H T X  
M T X  
M T X  
M T X  
M T X  
M T X  
M I X  
M TX 
M T X  
MT X 
M T X  
M T X  
H T X  
MT X 
M T X  
MT X 
1 0 0 4 P T X  
M T X  
H T X  
M T X  
PlTX 
MT X 
M T X  
M T X  
H T X  
M T X  
M T X  
H T X  
M T X  
M T X  
H T  X 
M T X  
MT X 
M T X  
M T X  
M T X  
MT X 
M T X  
M T X  
M T X  
MT X 
M I X  
M T X  
H T X  
MT X 
MT X 
M T X  
9 0 H T X  

























1 7 7  
178 







1 8 6  
187 
188 




















PRJCRAP l I S ? ! H t  9 / ? ! 1 6 4  S M t T  P I X  7 
C / * I  SIGP;AC CltMnE.4T C A R 0  T O  B E G I N  NEY SHf'T UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PWOCRAY P T X  109 


























L 4TP. I X=K ATR I X- 1 MTX 211 
*).OVE D TCi 2 ( A  r0 k FOR F I R S T  PASS (AND I N V E Q T  A I F  K A T S I X = I ) )  M r X  L12 
Y A T t ( I X (  5 s  5 ) =  V 4 T R I X I  5. 5 1  
r c a n P u r E  F = c / A  ANU o=o-m 
*ACCUMULATE OhlE ELEMENT OF f = C / A  
h A T P I X 1  5. 1)=0. 
Y A T R I X f  5 r  1)= M A T R I X 1  5. I ) + V A T R I X l  51 
k A T R I X 1  5 .  l I =  Y A T R I X f  5 .  1 ) t V A T R I X l  5. 
k A T G I X t  5 .  1 ) s  w A T R I X I  5. 1)*VATRXX1:  5 ,  
Y A T R I X I  5. 5 ) ~  M A T R I X 1  5. 5 I - W A T R I X (  5 .  
U A T R I X t  5. 21=0. 
h A T R I X 1  5 .  210 M A T R I X (  5. Z ) + V A T R I X (  5. 
b A T R I X (  5. 21.. M A T R I X (  5 .  Z I t V A T R I X I  5. 
W A T R I X t  5. Z i =  W 4 T R i X i  5 .  2:tVATR!X! 5s 
M A T R I X (  5 .  2)s h A T R I X I  5 .  2 l + V A T R I X l  5 9  
M A T R I X 1  5 .  512 N b T R I X (  5. 5 1 - Y A T R I X I  5. 
L A T R I X (  5r 3 ) t O -  
W A T R I X (  51 3 ) ~  k A T R I X 1  5. 3 ) + V A T R I X I  5. 
Y A T R I X I  5. 3 1 ~  M A T R I X (  5+ 3 l + V A T R I X (  5. 
U A T R I X t  5. 3 ) ~  WI\TRIX(  '51 3 1 + V A T R I X (  5 .  
W A T R I X I  5 s  3 ) ~  * A T R I X (  5. 3 1 + V A T R I X (  51 
W A T R I X I  5 ,  5)s Y A T R I X I  5. 5 ) - U A T R I X I  5r  
b A T R I X (  5 r  4 ) = 0 -  
M A T R I X 1  5. 4 ) =  h & T R l X l  5 1  4 ) + V A T R I X (  5. 
W A T R I X (  SI I ) =  Y A T R I X t  5. l ) + V A T R I X (  5 .  
*FCKP O=O-FB BY A C C U H U L A T I O N  TO 0 
+ACCUMULATE DhlE ELEMEYT O f  F = C / L  
.FORM O=D-FE 3 Y  A C C U W L A T I O N  TC D 
*ACCUMULATE CNE CLEMENT cw f = c / A  
*FORI' Q=O-FB BY A C C U C U L A T I O N  TO D 
+ACCUMULATE CYE ELEMENT O F  F=C/P  
M A T R I X (  5. 41= U A T R I X t  5 .  4 ) t V A T R I X l  5. 
M a T R I X I  5. 4)=  W A T R I X I  5 r  4 ) + V A T R I X I  51 
M A T R I X 1  5. 4 1 s  W A T R I X I  5. 4 ) + V A T R I X l  5. 
M A T R I X (  5r 5 ) =  M A T R I X 1  5. 5 l - Y A T R I X (  51 
I F ( W A T R I X (  5 r  5)) 
+FORM O=D-fB BY ACCUMULATION TO 0 
*INVERT o (INVERT F=A FOR KATRIXII) 
1005 M A T K I X I  5 s  S I = l . / C A T R I X (  5 r  5 )  
M r X  213 
C T X  2 1 4  
nrx  ~ 1 3  
nrx 216 
H T X  L 1 7  
H l X  218 
PYX 219 
M T X  220 
MTX 221 
N r x  LZZ 
vrx  223 
MTX L24 
MTX 225 
M T x  226 
c r x  2 2 1  
* r x  L Z B  
Y T X  224 
ClTX c3'3 
M T X  1 3 1  
Y r x  2 3 2  
P r x  ~ 3 3  
wrx 2 3 4  
R T X  L 3 5  
C T X  ~ 3 ,  
nrx 2 3 7  
P T T  L 3 R  
Y l X  233 
W T X  ~ 4 u  
MTX 2 4 1  
Y T X  242 
Y T X  1 4 3  
MTX 245 
Y T X  146 
P T X  2 4 7  
921 1DGSHTX 24d 
H T X  249 
plrx Lw+ 
*COYPUT€ X=-EZ B Y  T R A N S P O S I N G  YS-LF 
M A T H I X I  1. 5 ) = - W A T R I X (  5 1  S ) * W A T R I X (  5 .  I )  
k A T R I X I  2. S ) = - b A T R I X (  5. 5 ) * W A T R I X (  5r  2) 
h A T R I X (  3 s  5 1 = - k A T R I X (  5 .  5 ) * M A T R I X (  S r  31 
C A T R I X (  4 .  S ) = - N A T R I X l  59 5 ) * U A T R I X l  59 4 )  
*COYPUTE h=/A-XF AND FOR* Y AS TQAhSPCSE C f  X 
*ACCbMULATE -XF I N T O  / A *  ONLY ALONC AND AEOVE MAJOR CIAGGNAL 
* C O W P L f T E  W B Y  S Y W E T R Y  
M A T R I X (  1. 1)- a A T R I X 1  1. l ) - k A T R I X (  1 s  5 l * Y A r R l X (  5 .  1) 
h A T R I X (  1. 1 )=  M A T R I X (  11 1) 
M A T R I X (  l r  2)= k A T R I X l  1. 2 l - U A T R I X (  1. 5 ) * Y A T R I X (  51 21 
h A T R I X (  1 9  31= * 4 T R I X (  1. 3 ) - Y A T R l X (  I *  5)*bATRIXl 5 s  3 )  
M A T R I X 1  3 .  l I =  M A T R I X 1  1. 3 )  
M A T P I X (  1. 4 ) s  k A T R I X 1  1. 4 ) - W A T R I X (  1 s  S ) * h A T R I X (  S r  4 )  
h A T R I X t  4. 1 ) =  k A T R I X I  I r  4)  
N A T R I X I  5 s  1 ) ~  h A T R I X 1  l r  5) 
L A T K I X I  2. 11= k A T R I X 1  I .  2) 
s T R A N S P O S t  ONE ELEMENT OF X TC Y 
*ACCUMULATE -XF I N T O  /A. CNLY ALONG AND ABGV€ '4AJOR D I A G O N A L  
*C l lMPLETE W BY SYMMETRY 
k A T K I X (  2. 2)= h A T R I X (  2. Z ) - U A T R I X I  2 .  5 ) * b A T R I X (  5. 2 )  
hATRIXt  2. 2)- b A T R I X 1  21 21 
b A T d I X I  21 3 ) -  L A T R I X I  2*  3 ) - Y b T R I X (  2 .  5 ) + k A T R I X I  51  3) 
M A T R I X I  3 s  2)=  C A T R I X I  21 3 )  
h A T R I X (  21 4)= U A T R I X (  21 4 1 - W A T R I X (  2 .  5 I * U P T R I X l  5 s  4 )  
b A T k I X (  4. 2)= k A T R I X I  2. 4 )  
W A T P I X I  5 .  2)= M A T R I X 1  21 5 )  
*TRANSPOSE O%E ELEMENT O F  X TO Y 
* A C C U n U L A T €  - X f  INTO / A r  ONLY ALONG AND ABOVE MAJOR D I A G O N A L  
*COMPLETE b B Y  SYMMETRY 
W A T R I X I  3 .  3)=  I r A T R I X I  3r 3 ) - Y L T R I X (  3. 5 1 * M A T R I X (  
W A T K I X (  3. 3 ) =  Y A T R l X (  39 3) 
k A T R I X (  3. 4)s W A T R I X I  3. 4 ) - Y A T R I X (  3. 5 ) * Y A T R I X (  
W A T R I X l  4. 31= W A T R I X t  3. 4)  
M A T R I X 1  5. 3)s M A T R I X (  3. 5 )  
*TRANSPOSE ONE ELEMENT OF X TO Y 
*ACCUMULATE - X F  I N T O  /A. ONLY A i O N G  A N 0  ABOVE MAJOR 
Y A T P I X (  4. 4)s  Y A T R I X I  49 4 ) - Y A T R I X I  4. 5 1 * Y A T R I X (  
M A T R I X (  4. 4)s Y A T R I X I  4 s  4 )  
M A T R I X (  5. 4 1 ~  W A T R I X I  4. 5 )  
I F I K A T R I X - N A T R I X )  
*COMPLETE b B Y  SYURETRY 
*TRANSPOSE ONE ELEMENT OF X TO Y 
1105 C O N T I N U E  
5r 3) 
5. 4 )  
DIAGONAL 
5. 4 )  
105. 901 
P T X  2-50 
Y T X  251 
P I X  L S L  
P T X  2 5 3  
W T X  ~ 5 4  
Y r k  255 
u r x  L5(1 
P T X  257 
Y T X  L5M 
C T X  2 5 3  
MTX 260 
WTX 2 6 1  
Y T X  262 
W T X  2 6 3  
PlTX 264 
H T X  265 
P T X  d 6 4  
P T X  1 6 7  
P T X  268 
Y T X  2 7 0  
HTX 2 7 1  
P T X  57: 
V T X  2 7 3  
PIX 2 7 5  
( r r X  ? 7 7  
I r T X  L 7 . l  
W T X  2 7 ,  
Y r k  < : r ,  
M T X  ,' I 
CTX Lti 'J 
nrx L ? 1  
MTX 2 f l4  
MTX L F >  
MTX 1 H t S  
MTX 2 6 7  
H T X  i 8 t  
WTX 2541 
H T X  190 
MTX 2 9 1  
9 0 H T X  LYZ 
MTX 2 0 3  
nrx C 4 9  
p i x  2 7 4  
P r x  ~ 7 h  
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9 / 1 1 / 6 4  SHEET N T X  8 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PQ3GRAP MTX 294 
MTX 295 C *END OF M A I N  LOOP 
90 C O N T I N U E  MTX 296 
C *ALARMS MTX 2 9 8  
M T X  299 
C *END OF M A T R I X  I N V E R S I O N  PROGRACMING MTX 3 0 1  
GO TO ( 127t 17019 ISWTCH M T X  297. 
9 2  D U R A T N ( N O R D E R ) = - l ,  
IF { I SWTCH-2 1 130, 2109 2 1 0 N T X  300 - 
f 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/11/64 SHEET MTX 9 
C /*/ SIGNAL COCINENT CARD TO BEGIN NEW SHEET UNDER AUTO-LISTING PROGRAR MTX 
110 CONTIWUE MTX 
C * P R I N C I P A L  I T E R A T I V E  LOOP ON NORDERsl,2,3o-oMORDER nTX 
DO 222 NORDER=~TMORDER )ITX 
TORDER+WORDER MTX 
C *CLEAR DURATN TA81.E AN0 SET ERROR RECORD = 0. nrx 
E R ROR=Oo nix  
DURATNt NORDER )=-TORDER nrx 
C *SKIP ChSES FOR WHICH NOROER IS NOT DIVISIBLE BY INTERY MTX 
XF(NORDER-(NORDER/INlERV~*INTERV) 222, 115. 222MTX 
115 DURATN(NORDERl=O, HTX 
C *CREATE A(1.J) M T X  
DO 119 IORDER=l.NORDER MTX 
00 119 JORDER=l, IORDER nrx 
KORDER=IORDER*JORDER M I X  
VATRIX(IORDER,JORDER)tKORDER nrx 
V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R I 3 S I N F ~ V A T R I X ~ I M I D E R ~ ~ ~ ~ D E ~ ~ / T O ~ D E R ~  MTX 
IF 1 IOROER-JORDER) 119, 118, 119MTX 
118 V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ J O R O E R ~ ~ V A T ~ I X ~ I O R D E R 1 J O R D E R ~ + T O R D E R + l ~  MTX 
119 VATRIX(JORDER~IORDER~~VATRIX(IQBDERIJORDER~JORD€R) MTX 
C * I N V € R S I O N  tOOP SETUP HT X 
N A T R I  X=WRDER MTX 
I S Y T C W X  MTX 
C *CLOCK ON INTERROGATE cLoca HERE HT X 
C *LOOP NFROCY ITERATIONS MTX 
DO 127 NITRTN=lrNFROCY HTX 
GO TO 11 HTX 
127 CONTINUE MT X 
C *CLOCK OFF SNTERROGATE CLOCK HER€ n i x  
TIHEUP=CLOCKF(DUnMY 1 HTX 
C *COMPUTE DURATION DURATN(NOR0ER) = CLOCK SPAN nix 
DURATN(NORDER)=TIUEUP-TIMEON MT X 



































PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/11/64 SHEET M T X  LO 
C I + /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM M T X  
C + L E A S T  SOUARES C O U P U I A T I O N ,  MT X 
C +DENOTE S ( K )  = SUM OF ( ( I + * K )  1 O V F K  I = ORDERS EMPLOYEDMTX 
C +AND T ( K )  = SUM OF ( I I + * K ) * ( D U R A T N ( I )  ) )  OVER I = ORDERS EKPLOYEOHTX 
C +AKD CUDIC = A ( 3 ) + ( X + * 3 )  + A ( 2 ) + ( X . + 2 1  + A ( l ) + X  + A ( 0 )  W E R E  ThE HTX 
C * V A R I A B L E  X DENOTES DURATION,  M T X  
C +SOLVE ( S ( 0 )  S ( 1 )  5 1 2 )  5 1 3 ) )  ( A ( C )  1 ( 1 1 0 ) )  MTX 
C +THIS ( S ( 1 )  S ( 2 )  S ( 3 )  S ( 4 ) )  I A ( 1 ) )  = (1111) M T X  
C * M A T R I X  ( S ( 2 )  S ( 3 )  S ( 4 )  S ( 5 ) )  ( A ( 2 ) )  ( T ( 2 ) )  M T X  
C *STSTEM (Tit31 S(4) S ( 5 )  SI611 ( 4 ( 3 ) )  i T (  3 )  I M T X  
*CREATE NORMAL M A T R I X  .AND VECTOR ANC . -LTi .k  Z ?i F F IC I E h T  V t  C r0 ' M r x  C 
131 W T D P U k ( I D R D E R ) = @ -  PT x 
h l  l- x 
I F (  I O R C E A - 4 )  1319 131,  L 3 3 P T X  
130 DC 133 I n R D E R = L * 7  
CCEFFT ( IORDEK )=O* M T X  
133 POWERS( IORDER)=C.  H T X  
C +USE KORDER T O  CCUMT V A L I D  DATA CASES MTX 
KORDER=O M l X  
DO 159 I O R D E R = l  t h G 9 D E R  M I X  
t + S K I P  I R R E L E V A N T  C A S E S  ( D U R A T N ( I O R C E 9 )  R : G A T I V E )  M T X  
142 KORDER=KORDER+l MT x 
C +DENOTE POWRDR = POhERS OF ORDER VdR1APL. f  I C R D E R  H T X  
I F ( O U R A T N I I 0 R O E R )  1 159, 1421 1 4 2 M T X  
POWRDR=l, M T X  
XORDER= IORDER MTX 
XORDER=XURDER/YQRPER MTX 
C + S C A L E  ( N O R H A L I Z k )  INDEPENDENT T I M E  V A P I A B L E  D Y  D I V I S I O N  BY YURDER.CTX 
YORDER=NCRDER MTX 
DO 15F! JOROER=1,7 PT x 
152 PGkRDR=PflkRDR*XURDER " T X  
153 I F ( J 0 R D E R - 4 )  154. 154. L ' J ~ : ' T X  
154 NTDPOWf JORDER )=WTDPCW( JORDER )+P?n:\; I '  ' I. P . T  '1 ; I ORDER 1 E T X  
158 P O k E R S ( J 0 R D E R  )=POWEKS(JORGER ) + P C ? h ' R C 2  PT x 
I F  ( JORDER-11 222. 153,  L S Z M T X  
159 COP'TINUE PTX 
C + , S K I P  CASES WITH L E S S  THAN 4 DATA P*!Pd;-S  M T X  
I F ( K 0 R D E R - 4 )  210, 1 6 L p  l 6 l P T X  
161 00 168 i O R D E R = l r 4  M r x  
00 168 JCPOER=lr IORDER MTX 
KORDER=IORDER+JGRDER M T X  
V A T R I X ( I O R D E R , J @ R D F R ) = P O W E R S ( K C ~ D E P - ~  1 M T X  
168 V A T R I X (  J O R D E R , I O R D E R ) = V A T R I X ( I c ~ D E ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  ?El'; M T  X 
MTX NATR I X = 4  
I SWTCH= 2 H T X  
GO TO 11 M i  X 









3 4 3  
3 4 4  
3 4 5  











3 5 7  
3 5 8  






3 6 5  
166 








3 7 5  
376 
5 7 7  
3 7 9  
380 





Note:  See m o t e  on Appendix B cover sheet. -
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 4/64 SHEET MTXD 
C /*/ SIGNAL COMRENT CARD TO BEGIN NEW SHEET UNDER AUTO-LISTING PROGRAM MTXD 
JOB 00655rAS~PROGRARWERt (BY D) SfPT6+NTXD 
FOR MTXO 
* c  *SYMMETRIC RATRIX INV€RSION' BY PARTITION. WITH LEAST SQUARES F I T  ATMTXO 
C *THE CUBIC POLYNOMIAL FOR INVERSION TIME I N  TERMS OF MATRIX ORDER- MTXD 
C *FOR CERTAIN ORDERS N O R b E R ~ l + Z s 3 - - *  TO A PRESCRIBED CIAXIRUM PIORDER.RTKD 
- c  *OWITTING A L L  ORDERS NORDER NOT D I V I S I B L E  BY A PRESCRIBED INTERV. MTXD 
C *,INVERT THE f POSITIVE DEFINITE)  SYwMETRfC M A T R I X  DEFINED AS F3LLOWSWTXD 
C * A ( I t J )  = SIN( f I *J ) /NORDER)  + W E  DIAGONAL MATRIX L(Is1) = NORWR+lUTXD 
C *A PRESCRIBED NUUBER NFRQCY OF TIMES, INTERNALLY MEASURING THE MT XO 
C +TOTAL DURATION OF ALL NFRQCY INVERSIONS FOR EACH NORDER- MTXD 
C *USING THE MATRIX INVERSION PROGRAM FOR THE LEAST SQUARES F I T T I N G S  MTXD 
C *FOR EACH NOROER ABOVE 39 USE LEAST SQUARES TO F I T  A CUBIC TO THE HTXD 
C *INTERNALLY MEASURED DURATION TIMES FOR ALL ORDERS UP TO NORDERp HTXD 
C *POSTRULTIPLYINd EACH LEAST SQUARES NORMAL MATRIX BY I T S  INVERSE- HTXD 
C *F INALLY*  PRINT ALL DATA APPLICABLE TO EACH NORDER, SPECIFICALLY- UTXD 
c *NORDERt TIME. COEFFICIENTS ( C U B I C ~ S Q U A R E . L I N E A R . C O " T  1 . ERROR. MTXD 
C +AND RECORD THE UAXICIUM ERROR (DEPARTURE FROM IDENTITY MATRIX) I N  MTXO 
C *EMPLOYING (FAKED) NEGATIVE TIME Te MARK INABILITY TO GET SOLUTIONATXD 
C *LMTOIM MUST RELATE TO SEVERAL OIMENSIONS AND L I M I T S  UORDER- HTXD 
C *LWT D I  M= 100 MTXD 
C *BOTH DIMENSIONS EQUAL L?4TDIH nTXD 
MTXD 
UTXD 
C *ONE OIMEHSION EQUAL TO LMTOIM NTXD 
DICIEhSION DURATNI 100) MT XD 
C +DATA INPUT HTXD 
C *READ THE PARAMETERS INTERV+HORDERINFROCY FROM A PUNCHED CARD MT XD 
C +INTERV FROM COLUMNS 11-15 IN INTEGER FORMAT* AND MT XD 
C *MORDER FROM COLUMNS 16-20 I N  INTEGER FORMAT. AND UTXD 
C *NFRQtY FROM COLUMNS 21-25 I N  INTECER FORUAT. MTXD 
4 FORMAT( 10H 31 5 )  MTXD 
DIMENSION W A T R I X ~ 1 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 ~  
DIMENSION VATRIXf100.100) 
READ 4. I NTERV t HOROER 9 N FR QCYMTXD 
PRINT 4t INTERY. MORDER, NFRQCYHTXD 


































































C / * /  S I G N A L  COMMENT C A R D  TO B E G I N  NEW S H E E T  U N D E R  A U T O - L I S T I N G  PROGRAM M l X D  36 
+ S Y M M E T R I C  M A T R I X  I N V E S S I O N  B Y  P A R T I T I O N ,  R E C U R S I V E  E N L A R G E M E N T  = 2 H T X D  37 
* ( A A A B H H )  (WWWXOO) (IUOOOO) (WWWXOC) ( A A A B H H )  H T X D  
* ( A A A B H H )  IWWHXOO) I O I O O O O )  (WWWXOO) (AAABHI -0  D E V E L O P  (1 )  A W + B Y = I V T X O  
* ~ A A A B H H ~ ~ ~ W W W X O O ~ = ~ O O I O O O ~ = ~ W W W X O C ~ , ( A A A ~ H H ~  T H E  ( 2 1 AX ti3 Z=OHT XD 
* ( C C C D H H )  ( Y Y Y Z O U )  (OOOIOC) ( Y Y Y Z O C )  ( C C C D H H )  B A S I C  ( 3 )  Y A + Z C = O M T X D  
*(HHHHHH) (000000) (000000) (OOOOOC) IHHHHHH) E Q U A T I O N S  (4) Y B + Z D = I M T X D  
*(HHHHHH) (000000) 1000000) (OOOOOC) (HHHHHH) MTXD 
* T H E  S L A S H  ( / I ,  U S E D  AS A P R E F I X ,  P E R E  D E N O T E S  I N V E R S I O N  H T X D  
+ D E F I N I N G  E = / A R  M T X D  
* A N D  F=C/A  M T X D  
*Y  I E L D S  1 Z=/  ( D- F R  1 =/  ( D-C E 1 k H E R E  SYMMETRY A P P L I E S  F O R  Y T X D  
A N D  2 Xz-EZ A v D v W v Z  MT X D  
AND 3 Y t - Z F  A N D  WHERE M U T U A L  T R A N S P O S E S  A R E M T X D  
A N D  4 W=/A-EY=/A-XF B v C ) , ( E , F ) r ( X , Y )  M T X D  
*HENCE T H E  C O M P U T A T I O N A L  PROCEDURE T O  D E V E L O P  ( W X Y Z )  FROM ( A P C i ) )  l S M T X D  
* l o  I N I T I A L L Y  COMPUTE / A  FROM A t  A N D  T H E N  R E I  E R A T E  S T E P S  2-8 M T X D  
*2. MOVE D TO Z M T X D  
+30 COMPUTE F = C / A  A N 0  S T O R E  A T  Y M T X D  
+ 4 .  COMPUTE Q = ( / Z ) = D - F B  A T  Z M T X D  
46. COMPUTE X=-EL M T X D  
* 8 .  C O P Y  Y FROM X. WHENCE ( W X Y Z )  I S  / A  FOR N E X T  I T E R A T I O l V  H T X D  
* 5 0  I N V E R T  Z=/Q I N  P L A C E  ( I N V E R T  ONE H A L F ,  C O P Y  O T H E R  H A L F I M T X D  
*7. COMPUTE W=/A-XF ( C C N P U T E  ONE H A L F ,  COPY O T H E R  H A L F I M T X D  
+ R E S T R I C T  A L L  P A R T I T I O N S  D v L  T O  ORDER 2 B Y  I N I T I A L  P A R T I T I O N  O F  A,WMlXD 
* A T  ORDER 1-OR-2 A S  ORDER O F  T O T A L  M A T R I X  IS ODD-OR-EVEN, T H E R E U P O N M i X D  
* I N C R E A S I N G  ORDER OF A,# B Y  2 FOR E A C H  R E I T E R A T I O N  O F  S T E P S  2-80 M T X D  
* B E G I N  A N D  E N D  WITH M A T R I X  V A T R I X ( - , - )  OF ORDER N A T R I X  MrXD 




























PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 4/64 SHEET MTXD 3 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO BEGIN NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GRAM MTXD 65 
11 C O N T I Y U E  M T X D  66 
C *WATRIX=1,2 AS NATRIX=ODDtEVEN UTXD 67 
MTXD 68 MAT R I X=2- f N A T R I  X- ( N A T R I  X / 2  1 * 2  1 
@ C  + M A I N  LOOP - EXECUTE (N+Z-H) /2  TIPES,  ADVANCING I N D E X  K A T R I X  B Y  2 MTXD 69 
I F ( N A TR I X ) 9 2 ~  92,  28UTXD 70 
28 no 90 KATH I X=MATR I X 9 NATR I X, 2 HTXD 71 
- c  *f lBSFRVE K A T R I X  IS ORDER OF [ABCD) , (WXYZ)*  LATRXX IS ORDER OF A t i l  HTXO 72 
LATR I X = K A T R I  X-2 n r x D  7 3  
C *CBSEKVE K L T 2 I X  IS AVERAGE O F  L A T R I X  AND KATRIX ,  BUT GREATER T H A h  OMTXD 7 4  
K L T R I  X= ( L A T S  I X+KATRIX 1/2 M T X D  75 
I F f K L T X I X )  90, 30, 3 l M T X D  76 
39 K L T R I X = l  MTXD 77 
31 CCYTIYUE MTXD 78 
C +MCVE D TO 2 ( A  TO W FOR F I R S T  PASS (AND INVERT A I F  K A T R I X = l ) )  MTXD 79 
DO 3 3 KMT R I X=KLT R I X T K ATR I X MTXD 80 
00 33 K N T K I X = K L T R I X r K A T R I X  MTXD 8 1  
C *@RD€R O F  MOVEMENT IS (~-l,K-l),(K-l,K),(K,K-l),(KtK) ( K = K A T R I X ) M T X D  82  
3 3  WATR I X ( KfrTa! <rKNTRI X VATR I X (  KMTR I X I K N T R I X  1 MTXD 8 3  
C * INVERT A FOR K A T K I X = l r  THEN S K I P  TO END OF LOOP WTXD 84 
I f  ( K L T R I X - K A T R I X )  339 359 9 0 H T X D  85 
35 I f  ( k A T R I X (  I t  1) 1 36, 92, 36HTXD 86 
36 WATRI  X t 1 9  l ) = l -  / k A T R  I X (  1.1) MrxD 8 7  
60 T D  90 M r X D  88 
C *SEPARATE CASE K A T R I X = Z  FOR I N V E R S I O N  OF A ( S K I P  FORMING F t Z l  HTXD 89 
MTXD 91 C *COhO'i'TE F=C/A 
40 DO 65 I A T 2 I X =  1 LATR I X HTXD 92 
DO 45 K C T R I X = K L T R I X T K A T R I X  HTXD 93 
W A l t ?  I X ( KMTRI  XI I ATR I X ) = O m  M T X D  94 
C *ACCUkIJLATE OYE ELEMENT OF F=C/A MTXD 95 
DO 45 J A T R I X =  1 T LATR I X  WTXD 96 
39 I F ( L L T R 1 X )  90,  519 40MTXD 90 
45 U A T R I X ( K M T R I X , I A T R I X ) =  W b T R I X ( K M T R I X ~ I A T R I X ) + V A T R I X ~ K ~ T ~ I X ~ J A ~ R I X ) M T X D  97 
45 1 *WATRIX(  JATP 1x9 I A T R  1X)MTXD 98 
C *CORPUTE O=D-F8 ONLY ALONG AND BELOW THE DIAGONAL MTXD 99 
DO 49 K N T R I X = K L T R I X t K A T R I X  HTXD 100 
DO 49 KMTRIX=KNTRIX.KATRIX M l X D  101 
C +ORDER OF ACCUMULATION IS ( K - l , K - l ) t ( K , K - l ) t ( K T K )  MTXD 102 
MTXD 103 DO 49 I A T R I X =  1 , L d T R  I x 
49 WATR I X (KMTR I XIKNTRI X I =  104 
49 1 ~ V A T R f X ( 1 A T K I X t K N T R I X ) M T X D  A05 
C *FItvISH 0 BY SYMMETRY M T X D  106 
50 W A T A I 7 ( K L T R I X  ,KATQIX)=WATRIX(KATRIX~KLTRIX 1 MTXD 107 
WATRIXf  K W R  I X t K N T R I X  I-WATR I X  ( K H T R I  X, I A T R  I X I HTXO 
PRUGRAH LISTING 9/ 4/64 SYEET MTXD 4 
C /*/  S I G N A L  COHMEr\lT CAPO Ti; B E G i N  NEW S H E r T  UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  P R 3 G R A M  H T X D  108  
c + I N V E R T  Q ( I N V E R T  D=A FOR K A T R I X 5 2 )  BY A U J O I N T S  MTXD 109 
C +PREPARE I Y V E S S l O h 3  BY I N T E R C H A N G I N G  D I A G O N A L  E L E M E N T S  THRU ( K v K - 1 )  M T X O  110 
5 1  W A T R I X ( K A T R 1 X  V K L T R I X  ) = W A T R I X ( K I T K I X  v K A T R I X  ) Mrxo 111 
W A T H I X ( K A T R 1 X  I K A T K I X  ) = W A T P I X I K L T R I X  v K L T X I X  1 MTXD 112 
k A T R I X ( K L T R 1 X  I K L T H I X  ) = W A T R I X ( K A T d I X  I K L T Y I X  1 MrXD 113 
C *STORE D E T E R M I N A N T  I N  LOWER L E F T  CCRNER AND RECOVER B Y  SYPKETRY HTXD 114 
C *COMPUTE DETERMINANT A S  ( I K - 1 , K - 1 )  ( K * K ) - (  ( K - l r K )  ( K - l * K ) - ( O )  1 )  M T K U  115 
W A T R I X ( K A 1 R I X v K L T R I X  1=0- H T X D  116 
DO 58 I A T R I X = K L T R I X , K A T R I X  M l X D  117  
J A T R I X = K A T R I  X + K L T R I X - I  A T R I X  MTXD 118 
58 W A T R I X ( K A T R I X I K L T R I X 1  = W A T R I X ( K L T R I X v J A T R I X 1  MTXD 119 
5 8  1 +WATR I X ( I A T R I  XI KATR I X  1 MTXD 120 
582 - W A T R I X ( K A T R I X v K L T R I X )  M T X D  121 
C *COMPUTE I N V E R S E  ( E X C E P T  ( K , K - L ) )  M T X D  122 
C *NEGATE (K -1 ,  K )  MTXD 124 
60 k A T R I X ( K L T R I X ~ K A T R I X ) = - W A T R I X ( K L T R I X ( K L T R I X ~ K A T R I X )  MTXD 125 
DO 66 K N T R I X z K M T R  1x1 KAT'RI  X MTXD 127 
66 W A T R I X ( K H T R I X * K N T R I X ) t  W A f R I X ( K H T R I X v K N T K 1 X )  M r X D  128 
66 1 / W A T R I X ( K A T R I X , K L T R I X  1 MTXD 129 
C +RECOVER B Y  SYHYETRY MTXD 130 
67 W A T R I X ( K ~ T R I X I K L T R I X  ) = k A T R I X ( K L T R I X  V K A T R I X )  M T X D  1 3 1  
I F  ( W A T R I X ( K A T R 1 X v K L T R I X  1 )  60r 921 6 0 M T X D  123 
00 66 K H T i t I X = K L T R I X v K A T R I X  x r x D  126 
C * S E P A R A T E  C A S E ,  S K I P  TO END CF L O O P  A F T E Y  S N V E R T I N G  A FOR Y A T q I X z 2  HTXD 132 
59 I F ( L A T 2 I X )  90, 909 70HTXD 1 3 3  
. 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  3 /  4/64 S H E E T  M T X D  5 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMRENT C A R D  T O  B E G I N  NEW SHEET U N D E R  A U T O - L I S T I N G  P U G R A N  M T X O  134 
C * C O M P U T E  X=-EZ BY T R A N S P O S I N G  Y=-ZF M T X D  135 
7 0  DO 77 I B T R I X =  1 9  L ATR I X M T X D  136 
on M T X D  137 
* W A T R I  X ( I h T R  I X W K N T R I  X ) = O m  WTXD 138 
CG 7 7  K H T R I  X = K L T R  I X K ATR I X M T X D  139 
” 77  U A T R I X 1 I A T R I X r K N T R I X ) =  W 4 T R I X ( I A T R X X ~ K h T R I X ) - W a T R I X I K U T K I X ( K ~ T ~ ~ X ~ K ~ T R I ~ ) ~ ~ X ~  140 
7 7 K N TY I X =K L T 13 E X t K ATR I X 
77  i * W A T K I X ( K M T 2 I X T  I 4 T R  I X I M T X D  141 
Y T X D  142 
DCI 68 I 4 T R I X 7 1  VLATRIX P T X O  143 
0 0 8 5  J Q T R I X = I A T R I X T L A T R I X  M r X D  144 
DG 8 4  Y N T S I X = I L T R I X T K A T R I X  M T X D  145 
C + A C C U M U L A l E  - X F  I R r C  / A T  O N L Y  A L C i G  AhiD ABOVE M A J O R  D I A G 3 N A L  M T X O  146 
c *C@Et’t’TE L=/A-K! ’  3YD F O Q N  Y 4s  T‘XAhSCOSE OF X 
84 H A T R I X ( I A l R I X t J A T R I X ) =  W A T R I X ~ I A T Q I X ~ J A T R I X I - W a T R I X ( I A T R I X ~ K ~ T ~ I X ) M T X D  147 
841  + W A T R I  X (  KNTR 1 x 1  JE TQ I X l M T X D  146 
C *COMPLETE ii B Y  S Y W E T R Y  MTXO 149 
8 5  W A T R I X ( J A T ~ I X T I A T S I X ~ =  W A T R I X ( I A T R I X T J A T R 1 X )  M T X D  150 
M T X D  1 5 1  
C + T R a N S P O S E  O‘!E E L f M E N T  O f  X TG Y M T X D  152 
88 cr;iTFi I X ( K r r i ’ ?  I X T  1412 1 6  I =  U A T S  I X [  I ATR I:;.KhrTR I X  1 M T X O  15.3 
C *END OF M A I N  LOOP MTXD 154 
90 CONTINUE MTXD 155 
GO TI? ( 1 2 7 ~  1701, ISWTCH M T X D  156 
C SALAFPS M T X D  157 
92 U U R A T N I N 0 9 D E R ) = - l -  M T X D  158  
C *,END OF M A T R I X  I I L Y L X S I O N  P R O G R A P W I F G  Y T X D  160 
00 8 8 K tdT R I X =K L T K I X t K AT R I X 
IF(1SWTCH-2) 1 3 0 ~  21G:. 2 l O M T X D  159 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 4/64 SHEET MTXD 6 
C /*/ S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  P U G R A M  H T X D  161 
110 C O N T I N U E  
C * P R I N C I P A L  I T E R A T I V E  LOOP ON N O R D E R = 1 1 2 r  3oo-HORDER 
DO 222 NORDER=l,MORDER 
Tf lR  DE R= NOR DE R 
ERROR=O . 
D U R A T N (  NORDERl=-TORDER 
C *CLEAR DURATN T A B L E  AND SET ERROR RECORD = 0. 
C + S K I P  CASES FOR WHICH NORDER I S  NOT D I V I S I B L E  B Y  I N T E R V  
IFtNORDER-(NORDER/INlERV)*INTERV) 2229 1159  
115 OUHATN(NORDER)=Go 
C *CREATE A (  11 J 1 
DO 119 I O R D E R = l  ,NORDER 
DO 119 JORDER=l  9 I O R D E R  
VATRIXI IORDER,JCIRDER)1KORDER 
V A T R I X ~ L O R D E R ~ J O R ~ E R ~ ~ S I N F ~ V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R ~ / T O R D E R ~  
I F ( I 0 R D E R - J O R D E R )  119, l l 8 r  
KOR DER= I O R D E R + J  ORDER 
118 V A T R I X ( I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R ) r V A T R I X ( I @ R D E R ~ J O R O E R ~ + T O R D E R + l o  
119 V A T R I X ( J O R D E R I I O R D E R ) = V A T R I X ( I C ! R D E R ~ J O R O E R ~  
C * I N V E R S I O N  LOOP SETUP 
N A T R I  X=NORDER 
I SWTCH= 1 
TIMEON=CLOCKF(DUMMYI  
C +CLOCK O N  INTERROGATE CLOCK HERE 
C *LOOP NFRQCY I T E R A T I O N S  
DO 127 N I T R T N Z 1  rNFRQCY 
GO TO 11 
127 C O N T I N U E  
C +CLOCK O F F  I N T E R R O G A T E  CLOCK HERE 
C *COMPUTE D U R A T I O N  DURATN(NORDER1 = CLOCK SPAN 
TIF IEUP=CLOCKF(DUMHYI  
DURATNlNORDER)=TIMEUP-TIPEON 
H T X D  162 
MTXD 163 
MTXD 164 
K T X D  165 




2 2 2 M T X D  170 






H T X D  177 









H T X D  187 
MTXD 188 
MTXD 189 
H T X D  190 
M l X D  191 
MTXD 192 
MTXO 193 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 4 / 6 4  SHEET MTXD 7 
- c  +VARIABLE X DENOTES DURATION- 
C +SOLVE i S ( 0 )  S:LI S ( 2 )  5 1 3 1 )  ( I r ! O l )  ( T ( O 1  1 
C RIHIS ( C ( l 1  S(21 S(31 S I 4 1 1  + I A ( 1 ) )  = (TI111 
C *SYSTFM (Sf21 S(31 S ( 4 )  S ( 5 ) )  ( A ( 2 ) )  ( 1 1 2 )  1 
C +USIY‘; ( S I 3 1  S i 4 1  S ( 5 )  S ( 6 ) )  ( A t 3 1 1  ( T ( 3 ) )  
c 
(. t C R E A T F  NORMAL MATRIX AND VECTOR ANG CLEAR CUEFFIC IENT VECTDY 
*S  TDRAGF V A  T i l  I X I  1. 1 1-VATRI X ( 4 - 4  1 VATR I X  I 3  9 -  1 VAT9 I X I -  , 5 )  
130 DO 1 3 3  I O R D E R = l r l  
V A T @  I X ( IORDER, 7 )=O- 
VATRIX(IORDER,81=C. 
133 V A T R I X ( 8 t I O R D E R 1 = 0 -  
C +USE KORDER T O  COUNT V A L I C  DATA CASES 
KOREER=O 
DI! 1 5 9  IORDER=lrNOSDER 
:C + S K I P  IRRELEVANT CASES (DURATN(13RDER) NEGATIVE) 
I F ( D U R A T N I I O R D E R 1 )  159r 142, 
142 KORDER=KORDEK+l 
‘C +DENOTE POWRDR = POWERS OF ORDER V I R I A B L E  IOROER 
POUROR=l- 
H I  XD :93  
MTXD L O 1  
MTXD LO2 
HTXD 203 












‘ HfXD 216 
MTXD 217 
Nrxo 2co 
C +SCALE (NORMALIZE) INDEPENDENT T I W E  VARIABLE BY D I V I S I O N  
XORDER= IORDER 
Y OR DER=NilRDER 
XOROER=XURDER/YORDER 
DO 158 JGRDER= l r7  
I F (  JORDER-11 222. 
153 IF tJORDER-4)  154 ,  
154 V A T R I X I J O R D E R ~ 8 ) = V A T R I X ~ J O R D E R t ~ 1 + P O W R D R * D U R A J ~ ~ I ~ R D E R ~  
158 
152 POWRDR=POWRDR*XORDER 
VATRI  X (  JORDERs7)=VATRI X (  JORDER 9 7 I+PO&RDR 
159 CONTINUE 
C +SKIP CASES U I T H  L E S S  THAN 4 OATA POIaJTS 
IF tKORDER-4)  210. 
161 DO 168 IORDER=1,4 
DO 168 JORDER=lr IORDER 
V A T P l X ( I O R D E R ~ J O R D E R ) = V A T R I X I K C R D E R - l r 7 )  
KORDER=IORDER+JORDER 
168 VATRIX(JORDER~IOROER)fVATRIXIICRDER,JORDER~ 
+ c  * INVERT NORMAL MATRIX 
N A T R I  X = 4  
I SWTCH=2 
GO TO 11 













MTXD 2 3 4  
HTXO 235 
MTXD 236  
MTXD 237 
MTXD 236 
MTXD 2 3 9  
153, l 5 2 M T X D  223 
1541 158HTXD 225 
161, 1 6 1 M l X O  230 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 4/64 S H E E T  MTXD 8 
C / * /  S I G N A L  COMMENT CARD TO B E G I N  NEW SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I N G  PR3GRAP M T X D  240 
170 C O N T I N U E  HTXD 241 
MTXD 242 
C +DESCALE THE T I M E  V A R I A B L E  B Y  D I V I D I N G  THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  BY NORDER- P T X D  2 4 3  
C * O B T A I N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  AND MEASURE ERROR 
C + N O R M A L I Z E  THE C O E F F I C I E N T S  TO REPRESENT DATA FOR NFRQCY = 1 
ZOR@ER=NFRQCY 
LORDEH=5-IOQDER 
DO 200 I O R O E R = l , 4  
DO 199 J O R D E R = l r 4  
XORDER=O. 
DO 193 KOROER=L,4 
I F  ( IORDER-JORDER) 196, 195, 
193 X O R D E R ~ X O R D E R + V A T R I X ~ I O R D E R ~ K O R D E R ~ * W A T R I X ~ K O R D E R ~ J f l R D E R ~  
195 XORDER-XORDER-1 e 
196 XORDER=ABSF(XORDER) 
198 ERROR=XOSDER 
I F  ( ERROR-XORDER) 198, 199, 
199 VATWIX(8~LORDER)=VATRIXf8~LORDER)+kATRIX( IORDER, JORDER)  
199 1 + V A T R I X ( J O R D E R * B )  
1992 /ZORDER 
200 ZORDER=ZORDER*YORDER 
C +PR I N T  -
20 1 FORRAT I 10H I F  15 -9 1 
210 P R I N T  201, TOROER. D U R A T N ( N 0 R D E R ) r  ( V A T R I X ( 8 , 1 ) , 1 = 1 , 4 ) ,  ERROR MTXD 263 
C +END OF P R I N C I P A L  I T E R A T I V E  LOOP MTXD 264 
222 C O N T I N U E  MTXD 265 
C A L L  SYSTEM MTXD 266 
END H T X D  267 
P T X D  244 
MTXD 245 
MTXD 246 
MTXD 2 4 7  
MTXD 2 4 8  
H T X D  249 
H T X D  250 
MTXD 2 5 1  
1 9 6 M T X D  252 
M r X D  253 
MTXO 254  
1 9 9 M T X D  255  
MTXD 2 5 6  
MTXD 2 5 7  
MTXO 258 
M T X D  259 
MTXD 260 
M T X D  2 6 1  
MTXD 262 
PROGRAM L I S T I N G  9/ 4/64 SHEET M T X O  9 
C /*/  S I C h A L  COtWE?dT C A R D  TO BEGIN N E U  SHEET UNDER A U T O - L I S T I L G  P X I G R A H  H T X D  268 
LOAD BATCH H l K D  269 
UTXD 2 7 0  REMARK THE CLOCK INTERROGATICAI PROGRAK IS LOAOEO HERE 
TR A M T X O  271 
O A T A  10 100 1 UTXD 272 
REMARK END OF RUN M T X O  2 7 3  
